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From the Dean and Director

vv;,,t~r

Duane Acker

of $162,000,000 in increased annual net income
awaits South Dakota farmers and
ranchers.
South Dakota's agricultural future
largely depends on how farmers and
ranchers help themselves to this bonanza, which is based on the state's
potential. Projections indicate that
if this potential is realized South Dakota can boast of better than a billion-dollar-a-year agricultural income within the next decade and a
half.
And this potential can be tapped,
starting right now, by using knowhow and techniques currently available.
Furthermore, this annual bonanza, which is over and above last
year's estimated $840 million agricultural income, can be realized
without increasing crop acreage and
with increases in breeding stock
numbers of only swine, sheep and
poultry. Such a goal is possible
through increased unit yields of
crops and livestock resulting largely
from top quality management and
efficiency.

A

BONANZA

Who Determined This Potential?

This billion-dollar-a-year South
Dakota agricultural income figure
by 1980 isn't just a dream. It comes
from an all-out effort spearheaded
and developed by the South Dakota
State University Cooperative Extension Service and the Agricultural
Experiment Station to inventory the
state's agricultural capabilities and

•

The 1967 outlook, combined with longer range forecasts, indicate that ranchers and farmers in the state,
through efficient management, can boost their annual
net income by $162 million.
how ( and when) they might be fully
realized.
More than 100 persons pooled
their talents and knowledge to come
up with the statewide income figure
which they feel is realistic. These
people include farmers, county extension agents, people from various
farm organizations, Cooperative Extension Service specialists· and Agricultural Experiment _Station scientists. Their report is used in discussing long-range projections included
here.
Some farmers now are meetingsome .e ven surpassing-production
goals which should be met to raise
net farm income by $162 million an·
nually by 1980. By that tiJ:ne additional livestock numbers and crop
acres probably will be necessary to
help meet growing national and international needs.
Potentials c~lculated for livestock
production would account for up-

wards of $75 million annually in increased net income while crops
would add more than $88 million.
The figure for crops is for dryland
alone-it does not include irrigation
possibilities. These estimates use the
same price per unit for figuring both
present and potential returns.
It will cost an estimated $141 million annually to produce the $303
million gross income that would net
this $162 million bonanza. This
would include $42 million for fertilizer, $15 million for pest control,
and some $3 million for equipment
and other items plus about $81 million for livestock feed and supplies.
This injection of $141 million into
the agri-business community and
what it means tq all South Dakotans
is not taken into consideration here!
Potential Determined by Goals

Here are the goals for crops and
what ·they would mean in increased
income:
Increase in
unit production

Crop

Increase in net
dollar return

Corn ____________________________:. ______________ 53,800,000 bu.
$25,880,000
15,880,000
Oats --------------------------------------- 45,500,000 bu.
Barley -------------------------- 11,300,000 bu.
6,510,000
Spring wheat ---------------- 11,970,000 bu.
9,550,000
Winter wheat ------------------- 2,800,000 bu.
3,360,000
Durum wheat ----------------------- 1,050,000 bu.
1,110,000
Flax ----------------------------------------- 3,700,000 bu.
9,100,000
Rye -------------------------------------- 1,930,000 bu.
770,000
Soybeans ----·-----------~----------- 1,070,000 bu.
2,110,000
Sorghum ------~------------------------ 2,530,000 bu.
940,000
Alfalfa -----------------------------650,000 tons
11 ,510,000
Wild hay --------------------------------140,000 tons
1,550,000
Total -----------------,------------------------------------------------------------- $88,270,000
2
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Potentials and goals in meat animal production and products to attain the $74,320,000 potential are figured along these lines: ·
SWINE. $19,200,000 more income
through ...
• Marketing two more pigs per
litter (boosting average litter
size from 7.1 to 9.1) from
450,000 sows. (Using facilities considered average at
the Eureka research substation, l 0-11 pigs per litter
have been marketed the past
3 years.)
• Saving $2 per pig sold by improved efficiency of feeding
and housing.
• An additional 60,000 sows.
BEEF. $23,880,000 more income
through ...
• Increasing weaning weight
by 50 pounds per calf.
• Using supplies available to ·
feed another 250,000 calves,
of which half would be finished and half fed to 700
pounds.
• Raising calf crop froni present 85% to 90% to give addi- .
tiona I 125,000 ca Ives. (The
top third of ranchers in Kansas' Flinthills average a 92%
calf crop.)
SHEEP. $3,540,000 more income
through ...
., 10% increase in ewe numbers to produce 122,000 more
lambs.

• Lamb crop sold boosted from
present l 05% to 140%, to
mean an additional 468,000
lambs.
·DAIRY. $17,800,000 more income
through ...
• Increase milk production by
average of 3,600 pounds per
cow o v e r present 6,400pou nd ·average. (South Dakota DHIA herds now average 11,500 pounds of milk
per cow.)

Billion Dollar Agriculture ------------
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How and When?

How can all of this be don.e?
The keys are better management
and improved efficiency on each
farm rather than boosts in crop acreage and breeding stock numbers
other than for swine, sheep and
poultry. It doesn't mean this will all
come about in the next year_!but
you should begin to see progress toward these goals in 1967. A high de-

South Dakota State University
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM & HOME RESEARCH
Winter 1967
A Quarterly Report of Progress

Duane Acker, Dean of Agriculture
and Director, Agricultural Experiment Station.

,

New Chemical Controls
POULTRY. $9,900,000 more income
through ...
• Increased production by 28
eggs per laying hen (from
218 to 246). (One top participant in · the statewide flock
record program averaged
273 eggs per hen last year.)
• ·Production from 450,000
more layers.
• Increase in price received for
eggs through higher quality
egg market.
• Increased turkey production.

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH DAKOTA THROUGH TEACHING, RESEARCH. EXTENSION

Volume XVIII

ode1t-t~ ·,

Number l

Frank J. Shideler, Editor. (Editorial
Office, South Dakota State University Brookings, S. Dok. 57006)

Published quarterly by the Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota
State University, University Station, Brookings, South Dakota. This publication
will be sent free to any resident of South Dakota in response to a written request.
To simplify terminology, trade names of products or equipment are sometimes
used. No endorsement of specific products named is intended, nor is criticism implied of products not mentioned.
.
.
.
Material appearing in this publication may be reprinted provided the ~eanmg
is not changed and credit is given the author and the South Dakota Agncultural
Experiment Station.
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gree of management and efficiency
puts more dollars and net profits into
the hands of farm operators. Better
management also means greater and
better use of land, labor and capital
-and farmers must substitute capital for good crop or grass land and
labor, both of which are in short
supply.
Agriculture, always a highly competitive business, provides farmers
in South Dakota with fewer alternatives than farmers have in most
states because of climate, distance
from consumer markets, and need to
export products. But, there are areas
of agricultural production in which
South Dakota farmers and ranchers
can excel and these should be exploited. South Dakota farmers could
increase agricultural income greatly by increasing size of units-but
this would not necessarily make
them more competitive or efficient.
The $162 million potential boost in
net agricultural income would mean
an average of about $3,555 per farm
unit in additional income for the
45,000 farms in the state.
Management time, precious no -..v,
will soar in value. There will be
less time for manual labor-the

(continued on page 27)

yes; but for the
N
present at least go a little easy
on the newer, somewhat refined
.ARROW ROWS,

Corn Plant
SPACING and .POPULATIONS
By ~red E. Shubeck, professor of agronomy,
Agncultural Experiment Station; Burton E.
Lawrensen, assistant superintendent, and Lenis
A. Nelson, former assistant superintendent,
Southeast South Dakota Experimental Farm

CORN POPULATION TREND UP
Plant population per acre in fields
of corn for grain has shown a steady
increase since 1963 in the North
Central group of states·, according to
unofficial estimates based on studies
by the USDA Crop Reporting
Board.
N um her of plants per acre in this
region, which includes South Dakota, averaged 15% more in 1966-than
in 1963. The averages for the 4 year
period are reported as 13,000, 13,400, 14,400 and 14,900. Highest average for 1966 went to Illinois with
16,500 plants per acre.
The trend toward narrower average row widths was most apparent
in the North Central region during
the survey period.

"equal distance" planting method
for boosting com yields in southeastern South Dakota .
.And, speaking of narrower rows
and more plants per acre, you might
want to consider other effects on:
ear size, broken/lodged .stalks, barren stalks, soil temperature, ear
moisture percent.
Preliminary results near the midpoint of a 5-year corn research project indicate that·this narrower-row,
higher-population procedure may
have certain other little-known advantages-as well as disadvantages.
These ·results do indicate that rows
narrower than 40 inches give higher vields.
The accompanying charts illustrate what happens as we try to determine just how narrow the rows·
can get and how high the population can go for best yields. Bear in
mind these results are for only 1 or 2
years and are for above-average
rainfall conditions in southeastern
South Dakota.
In addition to row spacing and
population studi~s, some of the other research in progress includes: attempts to find out what happens if
you· plant com with kernels all
pointing in the same direction; what
about phosphate-induced zinc deficiency; and how serious is tillering
and what might cause it. You can
read more about these and other
studies in future issues of this publication.

•

•

WHY .MORE TIME REQUIRED
Results of 2 years research (1965 and
1966) on this project emphasize one of the
reasons crops scientists want and need several years of repeated experimentation before they come to conclusions about their
work. The experiments described here for
the Southeast South Dakota Experimental
Farm ·near Centerville were conducted
during 2 years of above-average rainfall.
Just what happens in other years is largely
unknown but must be considered in making overall conclusions.
Rainfall in 1965 was 6.98 inches above
the 13-year average prior to the experiment and the 1966 rainfall was 1.05 inches
over the average. But rainfall distribution
was better in 1966: July was 3.77 inches
above average, August 1.29 above average
and September 1.75 above average. This,
say researchers, could account in part
for higher yields in 1966.

· Photos and charts on the next 4 pages explain spacing patterns and illustrate results
of research in southeastern South Dakota.
4
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TWo Different Spac_
ing Patterns

•

. ·•

•

19.8

11
----.~

19.8 "

19.8

28"

Every plant an equal distance from every other plant within its periphery (photo and · drawing). The small circles in
the drawing represent plants and show the equal spacing distances in the pattern for 16,000-plant per acre population.

Plants on the corners of a square pattern (photo and drawing). They are equal distance in two directions which are at
right angles to each other but are not equal distance in diagonal direction. Circles in drawing, representing plants, show
distances in 16,000-plant per acre population.
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HIGHER POPULATIONS INCREASED YIELD

NARROW ROWS YIELD MORE

BUSHELS PER ACRE
11966
114

•

.1966
=1965

BUSHELS PER A C R e - - - - - - - -

S-short season hybrid

114

1965

. F-full season hybrid

110
106

102

Short season hybrid

Full season hybrid

Figure I-Effect of row spacings and
hybrid on yield of com ( averaged from
five populations for each row spacing).
Although yields were higher for 1966,
note the similarity of the 2 years. The
full season hybrid was in the maturity
range recommended for the area and
the short season hybrid is normally recommended for an area 70 to 90 miles
north. (See also table 1.)

10,000

12,000

14,000

18,000

16,000

PLANTS PER ACRE

Figure 2-Effect of plant population on yield of com ( averaged from three row
spacings for each population). When yields from all three row spacings were averaged, no yield increases were noted for populations above 16,000 plants per acre
in 1966 and no appreciable yield increases above 12,000 plants in 1965. This trend
for effect of populations obscures effect of row spacing. But note table 1 which
shows yield differences due to row spacings. In the good corn year of 1966, yield
increased with higher populations and was more noticeable in narrow rows.
Table 1. Effect of Plant Populations, Row Spacings and Hybrid on Corn Yield
1965

EQUAL DISTANCE SPACING
MAY NOT PAY
BUSHELS PER ACRE

126
20" - 20" rows

D - ~=:~e !o~~er
of square
O - equa l dis-

122

t ance
40" - 40" rows

118

114

0 11iWiiiii.iliiliiliiliiiilli.-....._...,.
1

12,000 plants acre

16,000 pla nts/acre

Plants
per acre

spacing

10,000
10,000
10,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
14,000
14,000
14,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
18,000
18,000
18,000

' '20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40

Row
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------··--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··
----------------------------

Bu./ acre
Bu./acre
Short season Full season Short season Full season

Figure 3-Effect of special space arrangemen~ of plants on yield. On the
basis of I year's work, no great yield advantage was found in favor of equal
distance spacing of · plants. If this continues to be so as the research progresses,
it seems that the time and trouble of
planting on an equal distanc~ pattern is
not worth the small, if any, increase in
6

1966

hybrid

hybrid

hybrid

hybrid

93
93
93
108
105
103
114
105
104
118
106
102
100
105
100

101
101
97
113
107
106
ll3
106
105
115
113
107
109
116
100

102
99
92
112
111
99
109
115
103
119
117
106
120
113
108

107
105
101
115
111
110
117
115

•

109
114
121
113
125
114
108

yield. As of now, the most important
point seems to be, don't plant in 40-inch
rows. (With 20-inch rows and plant
positions staggered in alternate rows
and 16,000 plants per acre, every plant is
spaced about 20 inches from its nearest
neighbors which is a close approximation to equal distance planting.)

•

•

•

.POPULATIONS AND EAR SIZE
WEIGHT (POUNDS)

...._......._____,

'·~'

.70

.-.-.ff\~

.66

'

···~··...,'

"'- ,_

...
\.~,

··..

·•.

.62

\
\

·····\

,·······,.
\
··.

.58

\

\

\

.54
.50

'

- - Full season corn 1965
----- Full season corn 1966
- - - Short season corn 1965
··•······· Sho·rt season corn 1966

··...
··..

··..

''

··..

BROKEN/LODGED STALKS ·
Figure 6-Effect of plant populations
on per cent of broken and lodged
stalks ( averaged from three row spacings and two hybrids for each population). The wide differences of results
for the 2 years in this experiment
raise more questions than they answer. One question is: Do spacing and
populations favor development of disease organisms like those causing
stalk and root rot which could influence stalk breakage? Investigations on
stalk rots by plant pathologists in 1966
were not conculsive.

% BROKEN/LODGED STALKS _ _ _,...
40

35
30
25
20
15

10

''

19~~................. .
5 ...................................

o._________ ______.
12,000
10,000

16,000
14,000

12,000

0

18,000

16,000

10,o~o~o!!"'-----1·4·,o·o·o- - - -1·s·,o·o..o

PLANTS PER ACRE

PLANTS PER ACRE

Figure 4-Effect of plant populations
on ear size at picking time ( average of
three row spacings for each population).
Note almost identical trend of both hybrids and where both of the lines representing 1966 plantings "crossed over"
those of 1965 between 14,000 and 16,000
plants per acre. The bigger ear size (in
the better corn year of 1966) was associated with an increase in yield at higher
plant populations-especially with the
short season hybrid.

MORE UNIFORM EAR SIZE PIOM IQUAL SPACING
"/o EARS IN LENGTH GROUPs - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -

--....................-·

Equal distance
40" row spacing

20

16

12

8

Figure 5-Influence of space arrangements of plants on frequency distribution of ear size (16,000 plants per acre).
The advantage of equally spaced ( or
more uniformly distributed) plants in
the field is that you get more uniformity in ear size. Note in the chart that for
equal distance planting a relatively high
percentage of the ears were between 7
inches and 8.9 inches in length. Ears
from 40-inch rows were distributed over
a wider range of ear length.
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0
5.05.4

5.55.9

6.06.4

6.56.9

7.07.4

7.57.9

8.08.4

EAR LENGTH (INCHES)

7

8.58.9

9.09.4

9.5- 10.09.9 10.4

EAR MOISTURE %

MORE BARREN STALKS
% BARREN STALKs------....
12

10

8

. · Figure 7-Effect of plant populations
on percent of barren stalks ( averaged
from five populations and two hybrids).
Results may have had somethi1;1g to do
with the greater number of tillers in 1966
which did not develop an ear but were
counted as barren stalks at harvest. From
other sources it has been observed that
in dry years the percent of barren stalks
may increase with heavier populations.

°lo EAR M O I S T U R E - - - - - - - - - .
11966
3

1965

30

•

6

4

...,,,,,,,...............................

2 •••••

1965

Figure 8-Effect of row spacing and hybrids on percent ear moisture at harvest
(average from five populations for each
row spacing). Under conditions for 1965
and 1966 the data indicate that row spacing had little or no effect on ear moisture
at harvest.
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1

1-1.J

15-30

1-1.J

15-31
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15-31
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15-30
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15-30

l-14

15-3 1

1-1.J
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TEMPERATURE AVERAGE PERIODS
8

1-1.J

15-30

1-1.J

Figure 9-Effect of space arrangements
of corn plants on soil temperature
(16,000 plants per acre in 1966, left, and
18,000 for 1965, right). Both equal distance planting in 1966 and 20-inch rows
in 1965 resulted in cooler soil temperatures than with 40-inch spacing. Note
similarity of temperature lines for both
years and for the three spacing arrangements. Plants spaced to minimize
crowding give a leaf canopy more complete and more effective in capturing energy radiating from the sun. Note lower
yield of corn due to 40-inch row spacing
in figure 3.
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South
Dakota
By Walter S. Spuhler, state climatologist,
U. S. Weather Bureau

The Weather Bureau is in the
U.S. Department of Commerce and
is a pa1t of the newly established Environmental Science Services Administration. It carries out its operations for South Dakota from a number of locations in the state.
. The four First Order Weather Bureau stations are at airports near Aberdeen, Huron, Rapid City and
Sioux Falls. First Order Stations are
manned by full time employees who
take weather observations, prepare
weather forecasts, and supply other
weather information for their respective areas.
The observations at these stations
consist of measurements of temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, wind velocity, visibility, atmospheric pressure, height of clouds
and amount of clouds. In addition,
Rapid City releases two radiosonde
balloons daily to measure temperature, relative humidity and wind to
extensive heights throughout the
year. Huron makes these· upper air
measurements during the severe
weather season.
Additional weather observations

An agronomist needs detailed weather information as he studies adaptability of certain crops . . .
An agricultural engineer designing a farm building needs to take into
consideration possible snow loads on the roof ...
Wind, temperature and humidity information helps a plant pathologist
in his investigation of plant diseases ...
Agricultural technicians and others at South Dakota State University have
been able to get vital, detailed weather information directly from the state
climatologist for the past 5 years since transfer of his headquarters to SDSU
campus from Huron. The move is in line with a national practice of associating state climatologists more closely with state land-grant institutions.
The Weather Bureau and the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station are also cooperating in publication of climatological summaries for
. 75 communities in the state. So far these have been published for Watertown,
Aberdeen, Brookings and Mitchell. Each summary contains information .on
more than 20 different climatological categories some dating back to the
1890's.
While agriculture and aviation are probably the greatest users of Weather
Bureau .information, all segments of the state's economy depend upon it in
some way. State Climatologist Walter Spuhler in this article prepared especially for South Dakota Fann & Home Research describes the organization and
work of the U. S. Weather Bureau in South Dakota .

at the First Order Stations are measurements of solar radiation at Rapid
City and at Sioux Falls the evaporation of water from a Class A pan,
which is 4 feet in diameter and 10
inches deep. Radar observations are
also made at Sioux Falls. The radar
traces extensive cloud patterns and
storms over most of eastern South
Dakota. A cooperative military radar in the Rapid City area provides
radar coverage in western South
Dakota.
Four Second Order Stations

Second Order Weather Bureau
stations in the state are at Lemmon,
Mobridge, Philip, and Pickstown.
These stations are manned by part
time Weather Bureau employees
who take surface weather observations to augment the aviation weather network. They do not provide
forecasts or other public services.
The observations consist of measurements of precipitation, temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, atmospheric pressure, visibility,
height of clouds and sky cover.
Federal Aviation Agency stations at
9

Watertown and Pierre make weather observations similar to above.
The Weather Bureau's State Climatologist is located on the South
Dakota State University campus in
Brookings. He is responsible for the
climatology program of the state.
The Weather Bureau Field Aide is
also in this office. He is responsible
for maintenance of climatological
and hydrologic observation stations
and instructing the cooperative observers in taking observations. This
field inspection program and an extensive data checking program at
the National Weather Records Center in Asheville, N. C. maintains
quality control of the published climatological data.
190 Weather Stations

There are about 190 cooperative
Weather Bureau stations in the
state. For the most part, these are
manned by observers who serve
without pay. All of the cooperative stations take one 24-hour
precipitation measurement a day
and about 130 also take maximum and minimum temperature

readings each day. There are 12 stations that also take daily water evaporation measurements during the
freeze-free season. An anemometer
is used to measure the 24-hour air
movement at the evaporation pan
level. Daily maximum and minimum
water temperatures are also recorded.
Locations of the First Order
w ·e ather Bureau stations, Second
Order Weather Bureau stations,
Federal Aviation Agency stations,
and · Weather Bureau Cooperative
stations are shown on the accompanying map.
Reports from all Weather Bureau
stations are retained for climatological purposes and most are published
in Climatological Data, South Dakota, and in the Local Climatological Data for Sioux Falls, Rapid City,
Huron and Aberdeen. These may be
obtained from the State Climatologist or any of the first order stations.
Only reports from the First Order
and Second Order stations over the
United States are immediately available and used for weather forecasting. In addition, the forecaster calls
upon a ·world-wide synoptic weather observation network now supplemented by weather satellite cloud
pictures by day and infrared pictures by night. Forecasts are usually
made four times, released at about
5:00 a.m., 11 :00 a.m., 5:00 p.m., and
11:00 p.m. ( CST) but may be modified if necessary between scheduled

.(concluded on page 12)

Preparing to release radiosonde which
transmits data from high altitudes. Note
balloon, instrument (left) and parachute
(right). Marvin E. Hasse. (left) and
Edward 0. Zeien of Rapid City.

Working radiosonde at Rapid City.
Charles E. Moshier (left) and Arnold
A. Deutscher.
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releases. These are released over radio and TV.
Climatologists Duties V~ried

The Weather Bureau State Climatologist's duties range fr.om data ~ollection through processmg, publication and storage of weather records
to their application in agriculture,
commerce, education, aQd other segments of the state's economy. He is
a consultant to staff members of
South Dakota State University, the
Agricultural Experiment Station,
and to other state and federal agencies having concern with applied climatological problems. Much of the
ESSA Weather Bureau's field climatological services is furnished by the
First Order stations.
The first official weather observations in South Dakota were made in
1855 at Fort Pierre by the U. S.
Army under the Surgeon General.
Other early weather observations in
the state were in 1857 at Fort Randall and in 1862 at Yankton. Except
for a few days the weather observations at Yankton have been continuous to date. The weather observations were taken over by the Army
Signal Corps in 1870, not only in
South Dakota, but nationwide. In
1891, the Weather Bureau was established within the U. S. Department of Agriculture and was given
the responsibility for weather observations and forecasting for the
nation. The Weather Bureau was
transferred to the Department of
Commerce in 1940, and became a
part of the Department'~ new En~ironmental Science Services Admmistration in July, 1965.
All segments of the state's economy depend in. some w~y on weather
and climate mformahon, although
agricultural and aviation interests
are probably the most directly affected and are the greatest users of
this information. Rainfall information is used by engineers in planning
highways, dam construction, ~nd
building design. Architects use ~md
data · in determining the possible
wind stress on a structure and snow
information in determining a roof
design. Climatological information
is used in determining the proper
heating and ventilating equipment
and likely power needs for a bui.lding. Since there is much plannmg

without climatic considerations and
· occasional extreme weather events
beyond those usually planned for,
there is considerable use of weather
information in court litigation.
Forecasts Most Widely Known

\Veather forecasts create more
genera] public interest than other
activities of the Weather Bureau.
The state forecasts for South D akota
are issued by the Minneapolis
Weather Bureau Office. Zone forecasts are prepared by the Sioux Falls
Weather Bureau Office. Each First
Order Weather Bureau office in the
state adapts these forecasts for their
own area. They also issue to their
area of responsibility warnings of
tornadoes, severe thunderstorms,
heavy snows, blizzards and hazardous driving conditions. These
warnings are normally based on
guidance materi~l re~eived ~rom
Forecast Offices m Mmneapohs or
Kansas City and the Weather Analysis Center near Washington, D. C.
The Minneapolis Forecast Office issues five-day forecasts for South D~kota Monday, Wednesday and Fnday mornings.
Specialized forecasts of several
types are issued. Aviati on forecasts
for up to 24 hours are made ~or
South Dakota locations by the Mmneapolis ·w eather Bureau ?ffice and
are distributed by the First, Order
and Second Order Weather Bureau

stations and Federal Aviation stations. The First Order Weather Bureau stations rriake short period aviation forecasts as requested and
briefs pilots in their area, especi~lly
those planning long flig~t~ or dur~ng
changing weather cond1t10ns. Wmd
forecasts and warnings for boaters
on the state's lakes and reservoirs are
prepared by several Weather Bureau offices during May through
September. The Rapi? City W ea~her · Bureau Office issues special
weather forecasts for skiers on an irregular basis and fire weather forecasts for the Black Hills area. The
Aberdeen Weather Bureau Office
prepares special weather forecasts
for duck and goose hunting in the
fall. The Huron office answers many
special requests about the weather
during the pheasant season.
Early morning zone forecasts include winds and humidities expected that day. These forecasts assist in
planning agricultural acti~ities s~ch
as crop spraying and haymg. River
forecasts for South Dakota are made
by the Sioux City Weather Bureau
Office. The First Order Weather Bureau office assists in the distribution
of these forecasts for their area of responsibility. D
A weather broadcast from Rapid City
is carried direct over five radio stations,
Fred McNally making the broadcast.

•

PRIMUS
A New
Barley for
South
Dakota
By Phil B. Price, agronomist, USDA ; and Vemyl D. Pederson, associate professor , Department
of Plant Pathology, and Joseph J. Bonnemann,
assistant agronomist, Department of Agronomy,
Agricultural Experiment Station

Primus (pronounced PRY-mus):
from Latin, the first. Primus barley
--earliest variety to head out.

•

A new barley that combines high
yield and test weight, drought resistance and earliness has been released for seed _production in 1967.
Named Primus, the new barley
was. developed cooperatively by
USDA's Agricultural Research Service and the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. Development and evaluation has covered a
period of 8 years and work in two
states and one foreign country.
Primus is recommended for all of
South Dakota and it should be
adapted in other states with similar
weather conditions. It is being released as a feed barley, but is being
evaluated as a malting variety by
the malting and brewing industry.
In 3 years of South Dakota tests, Primus has produced higher yields and
bushel weights than either Larker

or Traill, the two leading barley varieties in the state.
The new release is an early-maturing, modified Manchurian spring
type 6-row barley with long, spreading, smooth awns. The mediumsized, plump kernels have tightly
adhering hulls, colorless aleurone,
and thresh free of awns. The kernels are strongly attached, heads do
not shatter readily at maturity and
neck breakage is minimal. The
spikes are lax, long, inclined, and
emerge well from the boot.
In stature and overall appearance
this variety is fairly similar to Larker. Primus is resistant to prevalent
races of stem rust but 'is susceptible
to loose smut and leaf and head
blights.
Two characteristics favor its
withstanding the stresses of drought
and high temperature: it heads and
matures early ( about a week earlier
than Larker) and it is heat tolerant.
Earliness of Primus permits it to
make maximum growth during periods of less temperature and moisture
stress. Its heat tolerance permits it
to mature satisfactorily during pe-

Summary of Yield and Test Weight (South Dakota 1964-1966)
Yield

?rest weight

Brookings Watertown* Highmore

Primus _____________ 69.7
Larker ________________ 62.3
Traill ________________ 57.9

49.4
44.5
40.5

37.8
27.8

Brookings Watertown Highmore

48.5
47.1
45.8

43.2
42.0
40.0

44.0
43.0

•Adverse .weather conditions in 1966 severely reduced yield and test weight from this station.
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Primus, a new barley released for seed
production in 1967.

riods of high temperature in July.
Dual acceptability for feeding
and malting purposes is a desirable
feature of any new variety as it is
commonly grown as a cash crop.
Large scale tests of carload quantities of seed must be made before
final decisions are reached concerning the acceptability and classification of Primus as a malting-variety.
Primus is a selection from the
cross Brandon 3902 x Liberty x Swan
made in 1958. This cross brought together an early maturing selection
with good malting quality, an adapted heat tolerant variety and a
plump-seeded variety with several
good quality features. A fifth generation selection of this cross was
made in 1960 and after 2 years of
yield tests a single seventh generation head was selected. From this
one head, seed was increased at
Obregon, Mexico in 1962-63. The
new barley was further increased at
Yuma, Arizona during the winter of
1965-66 and near Britton, South Dakota in 1966.
About 1,000 bushels of seed are
available to members of the South
Dakota Crop Improvement Association for further seed production in
1967. Breeder and foundation seed
of the new variety are maintained by
the Foundation Seed Stock Division, South Dakota State University. D

New Chemical Control
• '

LOOSE SMUT
Vitavax, a new systemic chemical used for seed treatment and
the first to be effective against
loose smut of barley, has been
tested extensively in South Dako~ and elsewhere. Here is the
first report on ·South Dakota research with the chemical which
only recently was approved by the
United States Food and Drug Administration for use on barley
seed to be harvested and used exclusively for seed production, but
NOT for seed to be planted and
grown for commercial use as hu~
man or animal food.

At one time the smuts were considered to be among the most destructive diseases of cereal crops.
Year after year smuts took their toll
by transforming entire heads of
grain into black, dusty masses of
fungus spores. Fortunately, in recent
years, through research man has
found methods to control most species of fungi tha~ cause smut. Two
species have remained, however, to
frustrate control efforts. These are
loose smuts of barley and wheat. But
now even these two smuts appear to
be doomed because of a breakthrough in control of loose smut by
a new systemic chemical seed treatment.
Nature of the Smuts

A head of barley (left) from seed
treated with the new chemical and a
head (right) from infected, untreated
seed showing complete destruction by
loose smut. (Photos pages 14 and 15 by
V ernyl D. Pederson.)

By Vemyl Pederson, associate professor,
Department of Plant Pathology,
Agricultural Experiment Station
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Smuts are caused by fungi ( para-·
sitic molds) that live within the tissues of the grain plant. When the
seed germinates, the smut fungus
infects the growing point, grows and
keeps pace with the development of
the plant. There is usually little if
any visible evidence of the presence
of smut infection during the early
stages of the plant growth, but when
the head appears every kernel is replaced by a black mass of smut or
microscopic spores. These spores are
the reproductive cells of the fungus.

EMBRYO TEST

'.of BARLEY

Two barley seeds
from a given lot may
look almost identical.
It is impossible by
viewing the seed with
the naked eye to determine if loose smut
fungus infection is
present. .

.

It is by these spores .that the fungus

•

•

spreads and perpetuates itself from
crop to crop.
Smuts ·may be divided into two
groups: those carried on the seed
surface which penetrate the young
seedling when the seed germinates·,
and those already inside the seed
when it is planted. Smuts in the first
group include covered smut of barley, loose and covered smuts of oats
and bunt or stinking smut of wheat.
These smuts are readily controlled
by seed treatment with organic mercury fungicides. Chemical treatment
kills the smut spores carried on the
seed surface and thus prevents infection of the seedling.
·
Smuts in the second group cause
embryo infection and include the
loose smuts of barley and wheat .
They are practically identical except
that one attacks barley but not
wheat and the -other attacks wheat
but. not barley. Infection by these
smuts takes place when the barley
or wheat plants are in flowering
stage. The loosely held smut spores
from smutted heads are wind-borne
to healthy flowers. Here they germinate and the fungus "thread" grows
through the ovary wall into the
young developing seed. Seeds, nevertheless, develop and mature normally and show no outward signs of
infection. ( However, in the laboratory the smut fungus can be detected within the embryo with the aid
of a microscope. ) Conventional seed
treatment chemicals have not been
successful in controlling the embryo-infecting smuts. The reason is
that they have not been able to penetrate. the embryo and destroy the
fungus without injuring the seed.

In the laboratory
e m b r y o test t h e
glumes or hulls are
first removed and the
embryos ( circled) extracted by chemical
means and stained.

Microscopic examination of the embryos reveal that one
(right) is infected.
The thread-like loose
smut fungus appears
black as a result of
staining. The embryos here are magnified about 64 times.

Wind Carries Smut Spores

Loose smut spores may be carried
by wind several hundred feet from
their point of origin. Fields free of
loose smut may receive inoculum

(continued on page 17)
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Adoption of New Practices
By Herbert R. Allen, as ista n't economi st, ·a nd ·
Rex D. Helfinstine, associate <lea n, g rad u ate
school, and professo r of eco nomics

The development of new ideas
and practices by researchers for
South Dakota farmers and ranchers
has been rapid during . the past 20
years. The adoption of new technology by individual operators has
been necessary in order to maintain
a competitive position.
But how well and how soon have
South Dakota farmers and ranchers
accepted new ideas and practices?
~able 1. Number of Ranchers Reportmg Pasture Improvement Experience
Type of pasture improvement

No. of ranchers
reporting

Tame grass seeding• __________ 47
Native grass seedingt______________ 6
Native pasture fertilized ____
6
Tame grass fertilized ______________ 13
Range rested ·--------------------------- 2
4
Rotation grazing_________________
2
lnterseeding into rangeland ____
Sprayed for weeds ._________________ 2
Number of different ranchers 65
•:rame gr_ass includes: bromegrass, tame r ye,
mter!11ed1~te wheatgrass, crested wheatg rass,
Ru ~s1an w!ldrye, Reed canary, sudan grass and
vanous mixtures of these g rasses w ith alfal fa .
t Native grass includes: western wheatg rass
needleg ra s, switchg ra ss, big bluestem , sid eoats grama and blue grama.

W e can get some answers to this
question from preliminary ~esearch
findings in the early phases of a
joint Economics, Agronomy and
Animal Science project, "The Efficiency of Beef Cattle Production in
South Dakota with Various Methods of Land Use and Cattle Management." Researchers in this project are involved in developing new
techniques for pasture improvement
and in testing various management
practices.
Under the Economics phase of
this project, 160 farmers in f aulk,
Aurora, Hyde and Gregory counties were interviewed to determine
their experience in beef cattle production and pasture management.
Fourteen farmers out of the 160 reported they had pasture improvement experience involving native
pastures. The experiences reported
included fertilization, resting the
~ange, rotation grazing, ~ew seedmgs of native grass and interseeding into native grass .pastures. Native range represented 91% of all
pasture land used by farmers and
ranchers included in the survey.
· Number of farmers reporting experience in various types of activities for pasture improvement pur-

Table 2. Percent Adoption of Recommended Practices by 160 Ranchers, to Whom
Practices Were Applicable, in Central South Dakota
Total
to whom

Practice

applicable

I. Use 2,4-D for weed control in small grain ._ _________ 151
2. Use treated seed for seeding small grain __________________ 151
3. Test soil for fertilizer requirements _____________________ 160
4. Plant crested wheat for spring pastures _______________ __ 158
5. Grow Ranger or Vernal -alfalfa for hay ____________________ 160
6. Cut alfalfa for hay in early bloom __________________________ 156
7. Frequently purchase certified seed _________________________ 156
8. Plant sudan grass for supplemental pasture ___________ 158
9. Practice rotation grazing on tame pasture __________ __ 135
10. Use stubble mulch tillage __________________________________________ 150
11. Use soil sterilants for noxious weed patches ___ _____ 156
12. Pa~ticipate in beef performance testing __________ _________ 136
13. Use stilbestrol in beef cattle feeding _____________________ 118
14. Use Ronnel, Co-Ral, or Rulene for grub control __ 157
15. Use haylage -------------------------------------------------------------- 160
16. Calve heifers as 2-year-olds._____________________________________ 154
17. Adopted a range plan ________________ _______________________________ 160
18. Computes nutrients in cattle rations ______________________ 150
19. Use antibiotics in feed ___________________________________ ____________ 146

Total ---------------------------------------------------------- - _ 2,872

Number
of
adopters

113
55
46
45
65
141
87
53
60
62
48
8
28

50
4
126
25
42
51
1,109
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Percent
adopted

74.8
36.4 .

28.8
· 28.5

40.6
90.4
55.8
33.5
44.4

41.3
30.8

5.9
23.7
31-.8
2.5

81.8
15.6
28.0
·34.9

38.6

poses are shown in table 1. Sixtyfive different farm ers and ranchers
reported p asture improvement activities. Many of these did pasture
improvement work in several of the
categories listed in table 1.
Innovation is a term widely used
in studies of the process of introduction and acceptance or use of new
ideas or practices. An innovator is a
p erson who adopts practices sooner
than other p eople of his community.
We wanted to see if innovative individuals were the ones involved in
pasture improvement. To do this, a
list of practices was used to provide
an "i1:movativeness rating."
The list of practices selected had
to meet three criteria or standards:
1. They must be practices recommended by South Dakota
State University specialists.
2. The practices or new ideas
must be applicable to ranchers in the survey area and
generally not involve large
o.utla,ys of capital for adoption.
3. Practices should be ones likely to have b~en adopted within the last 10 years so that
ranchers could recall their
adoption date.
. Using these criteria, the 19 practices were selected and are listed in
the left column of table 2 which also
shows percent of adoption.
The percent adoption ( table 2)
~ange~ from 2.5% ( farm operators
mt~rv~ewed who used haylage in
their livestock feeding program ) to
90.4% ( those who cut alfalfa for hay
in early bloom ) . The average adoption rate of the 19 recommended
practices which were applicable
was 38.6%.
The relationship b etween an individua l's _innovativeness score and
the total acres of pasture improve-·
ment work done during a recent 10ycar p eriod was calculated as a part
of this study. This gave a correlati_o n coefficient ( of .241 ) from which
it w as concluded that a significant
rela tionship existed between an individual's innovativeness and the
a mount of pasture improvement
work done.
There may be many reasons why
farm ers and ranchers have not cho-

( continued bottom next page)

Table 1. Prevalence of Loose Smut in South Dakota Barley Seed
and Estimated Losses

(LOOSE SMUT ...from page 1S)

'

from neighboring fields and many
of .the developing seeds become infected. Environmental conditions
such as high humidity and abundant dew favor infection by lpose
smut. With conditions favorable for
the smut the percentage of infected
seeds may increase drastically from
one year to the next. On the other
hand, under dry conditions little infection of seeds occurs ev_e n if abundant inoculum from smutted heads
is present.
loose Smut Detected by Embryo Test

•

The embryo test is a laboratory
method used to determine the percentage of seed infected and the potential loss from loose smut from
any lot of barley seed. Embryos are
extracted from seed by chemical
means, cleared, stained and examined microscopically. The smut fungus shows up as fine black "threads"
in the embryo ( see accompanying
photos). There is a close agreement
between the results of the embryo
test on a lot of barley seed and actual smut that develops when infected seed is planted in the field.
Results of the embryo test made
on samples of barley obtained from
barley producing areas of South Dakota are shown in table 1. These
samples were obtained from field
surveys, county test plots and certified barley seed growers. Samples
showed a range from O to more than
20% infected seed. The overall bushel loss from loose smut in South Dakota varied from 72,000 bushels in
1964 to 288,000 bushels in 1965.
These losses are estimates based on
the embryo test and barley production in South Dakota assuming the
samples obtained represent the barley used for seed the following year.

Percentage of seed smutted in samples
2-5%
5-10%
10-20% Over 20% Loss,bushels
Percentage of total samples collected

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

-------------------------------- 75
-------------------------------- 85
-------------------------------- ·89
-------------------------------- 49
-------------------------------- 60
-------------------. ------------ 74

25
8
11
24
20
4

0
3
0
20
15
16

0
4
0
7

0
0
0
0
2
2

3
4

180,000
168,400
72,000
288,000
230,000

Table 2. Field Experiments on Loose Smut Control in Larker Barley with Seed
Treatments with Vitavax and Organic Mercury Fungicide (Hg)
Centerville

. Treatment

Brookings

Watertown

Percent smutted heads

None _____________________________________________________ _
24.8
tr.*
Vitavax 1 oz. /bu. ---------------------------- .____·---- ·-----·--Vitavax 2 oz. /bu. __________________________________ -------------0
Hg Yi oz. / bu. ____________------------------------------------------ 27.4
Vitavax 1 oz. / bu.
Hg Yz oz.jbu. _______~-------- 1.4
Vitavax 2 oz. / bu.
Hg Yz oz. / bu. ____ ___________
0

+
+

*'Two head s smutted out of 1,264.
out of 1,685 .

t Tests not conducted at Brookings.

22.2

------t
tr.+

23.6
0

0
21.4
1.3
0

tOne head smutted

The new chemical Vitavax shows
promise of conquering the loose
smut problem of barley. The chemical, a product of United States Rubber Comany, was released for experimental purposes in 1965. It was

tested by experiment stations in the
midwest for effectiveness _a gainst
loose smut of barley during the 1966
season. Larker barley containing
24% smut infected seed was treated
at the rates of 1 and 2 ounces per
bushel and grown at Brookings,
Centerville and Watertown. Virtually 100% control of loose smut was
obtained (table 2). No visible toxic
effects of the chemical on the plants
were noticeable at the rates tested.
The chemical appears to be compatible with commonly · used organic
mercury fungicides.
The new chemical is unique in
that it is able to penetrate the seed
and control loose smut without
harming the seed embryo. These
types of chemicals have long been
the object of search by plant pathologists. Only with fungicides of this
nature can disease-causing organisms be stopped where they are do.ing the damage-inside the plant.
Vitavax and its chemical relatives
appear to be most effective against
the rusts and smuts and a few other
closely related species of fungi that
cause crop disease. Further research

may reveal other related systemic
chemicals effective against other serious diseases of crops.
Vitavax is not now available for
treatment of commercial barley
seed. The chemical has, however,
been approved by the U. S. Food
and Drug Administration for use on
barley seed to be harvested and used
exclusively for seed production, but
not for seed to be planted and grown
for commercial use as human or animal food. Extensive biological tests
are still being conducted to determine its effect on barley for food
and feed purposes.
Until the seed treatment becomes
generally available, barley growers
can reduce loss from loose smut by
planting seed known to carry a low
percentage of infected seed. Farmers can have the embryo test made
on their seed barley by sending a
sample ( one quart) to the Plant
Pathology Department, South Dakota State University, Brookings. Information such as name of grower,
year and location grown and variety
name should be included with the
sample of barley. D

sen to do pasture improvement
work. The profitability of improvement work relative to other alternatives available may be one of them.
Further study and analysis is de-

signed to test this. However, the 19
recommended practices could be
profitably used on most farms.
These practices, including pasture
improvement work, are being car-

ried out by those who are more innovative in nature. Our survey shows
a high proportion of farm operators
have not adopted currently recommended practices. O

Control Now Possible

•

0-2%

Year
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Hog peanut, a neglected plant with an illustrious past. Notice the long runners coming out from the lower nodes. These runners terminante
an underground bean.
(The round black spot, upper right, indicates the comparative size of a penney in
this photo.)

in

By David J. Holden, professor and head,
Botany Department, Agricultural
Experiment Station

The author of this article for years has
been interested in preserving native prairie
or other sites not only as a heritage to future generations but from the standpoint
of protecting flora and fauna in sort of a
"Nature's bank." Although rapidly disappearing, some such areas remain and if
protected can provide scientists with a
source of materials which may be of great
value.
A National Seed Storage Laboratory has
been built in Colorado to safeguard some
of the treasures in plant germ plasm. The
first seeds were stored there in 1958, just
60 years after USDA began an organized
search for new crops which carried such
explorers as South Dakota's late Niels E.
Hansen to the far corners of the earth to
"collect new and valuable seeds and
plants."
Many valued sources of plant germ
plasm have been lost, according to
"Seeds" the 1961 USDA Yearbook of
Agriculture. Many were discarded because
they · didn't serve immediate needs of a
crop breeder. An estimated 75 % of alfalfa
breeding material and 90% of clovers introduced over a 40-ycar period have been
lost, states the publication. Extent of the
loss can only be guessed, but estimates
rise as crop breeders improve their skiJls
in screening germ plasm and recombining
genes in improved varieties.

What?
The hog p eanut ... you've never
even heard of it?
'
It's a little hard to find, even if
you know what you're looking for
and have the time for an early summer's outing.
As to why anybody would want
to look for a hog peanut ... well, it's
one of those plant rarities that some
people get a kick out of tracking
down.
But first, let's look at our present
state of plant recognition.
Most of us consider plants as
those which help us to live and
to help beautify the earth;
those unwanted weeds and "opportunist " which colonize disturbed ground; and,
those "forgotten" plants which
have diminished in usefulness
to man or which were never
useful to him .
This surprisingly large number
of "forgotten" plants are maligned,
abused, neglected and, in general,
18

ignored. It is in this category that
we find our friend the hog peanut.
Today's youngsters in search of
n w e p riences can probably get
along without the hog peanut. But
imagine the delight_of a youngster,
or the pride of a parent, in discovering a secret known only to hogs.
"So ·what?" you ask.
But, it just might be one step
your youngster takes as his part of
man's constant struggle to prove
his intelligence is greater than that
of animals.
Where Hog Peanut Grows

Before we look at the hog peanut itself, we've got to find where
it grows. Ifs easier to describe the
place than find it because hog peanuts grow in areas which have not
b n gr atly disturbed. How many
places-even a fraction of an acre
-do you know of which have not
been disturbed by man in the past.
25, 75 or even several hundred
years?
Associated with the hog peanut

I

•

•

in its natural habitat probably will
be some 500 different plants and
animals living together in harmonious, undisturbed balance. Do you
know of such a place? If you do
and it happens to be a native
woodland you might start looking
for the hog peanut. Chances are
that you will find it in a well drained shady cove. Not many of these
remain. Some have been found
near White in eastern South Dakota, others may exist within the Altamont Prairie preserve 50 miles
northeast of Brookings, or even in
other states.
In these places the 3-leafed (trifoliate) hog peanut plants will form
a mosaic of green over the ground
in an attempt to capture all the
sunlight that filters through the
trees. Under the trifoliate leaves
are several long runners that appear in late July. But unlike the
strawberry these runners bear a
flower at their tips. The flower instead of raising its petals to the
.world buries its head in the
ground. This plant is unique in that
it flowers underground. The subsequent bullet-sized bean developed from the flower has been known
for many years as the hog peanut.
Why? Because among hogs it is
considered a delicacy and they are

. known to root up an entire patch in
search of them.
Food for Mice Too
Pigs are not the only animals
that know about the hog peanut. ·
They probably discovered it associ- ·
ated with small white footed mice.
These mice, in preparation for winter, gathered large caches of hog
peanuts. Indians, whose knowledge
of pork and beans was limited, for
centuries also knew about the pea""
nuts and spent hours robbing the
mice. However, the Indians replaced the peanuts they took with
corn .to assure that the mice would
not starve · and would continue
gathering caches the following
year. The peanut became a prized
food of the Indian and brought a
good exchange on the local market.
The explorers Lewis and Clark
wrote in their journals that a sack
of the peanuts was one of the first
items traded for with the Indians.
Thus, with the Indian and early explorers the hog peanut-although
not called that at the time-was one
of the highly valued plants.
The hog peanut served man,
mouse and hog long and well but its
demise to near obscurity was rapid.
As the white man invaded the area
he brought with him his own new
seeds and way of living which were

Altamont Prairie, a plant hank northeast of Brookings of genetic material to be
used in tailoring new plants for the future.
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in many ways superior to those of
the Indian. So with only a brief
glance of recognition the hog peanut
sank into the legions of the forgotten. And so it remains today.
But should these plants such as
the hog peanut be entirely "forgotten" when they are replaced or unused?
· A lot of people say "no."
To some people there arises an
ethical question: can we so willingly relegate to oblivion a plant which
has served so long and so well?
To others, the hog peanut might
serve as a novelty crop ( it tastes a lot
like a garden bean) or as a "buried
treasure" to seek on outings.
Value to Science

·But probably of greatest i~portance to all of us is that some people are interested in what such
plants represent: they have adjusted themselves over eons to survive disease, pests and the elements. They are potential sources
of germ plasm from which scientists might obtain certain desirable
characteristics which have been
lost or repressed in current varieties of some plants. Such materials would be of great value in
'building" plants to meet specific
requiremen~s or needs.
Actually, in these undisturbed
areas Nature is performing a vast
experiment which is useful to man.
By the process of natural selection,
playing upon the variation of biological organisms, a vast number
of plants and animals are selected
which are adapted to their environment. Man is thus able to go back
and select those genes or gene
combinations that he needs to provide food and fiber for the changing world. There are many possibilities in transferring desirable traits
into ·cultivated plants by the use of
new techniques and thus tailoring
them for new environments. We
must therefore save the source of
raw material upon which Nature
acts to provide the "new"-but actually, old-traits. The hog peanut
is only one example of more than
400,000 plants upon which nature
acts. It is a never ending processunless man disturbs it by destroying this source of new plants. D

ARIETAL

improvement of small

V grains is accomplished through

continuing and cooperative efforts
of plant breeders, plant pathologists.
and those involved in some other
phases of agricultural research. Varieties which are satisfactory today
may be unacceptable in the near
future because of changes in the demand of the small grain processor
and consumer and because of the
dynamic nature of the plant disease
complex. While the plant improver
is developing varieties resistant to
diseases, nature is busy developing
new strains of pathogenic organisms
capable of infecting and surviving
upon previously resistant varieties.
Thus, varietal improvement is a
never-ending process.
Improvement is facilitated by cooperative efforts of state and federal
workers at the various experiment
stations. Promising new strains developed at experiment stations are
tested in Cooperative Uniform Regional Nurseries grown at many
locations throughout the area of possible adaptation. Through such
cooperative testing programs, varieties developed in one state are often
found to be adapted in other states
as well. Newly released varieties
and standard varieties grown within the state are tested annually at six
to eight locations under the South
Dakota Crop Performance Testing
Program. Varietal recommendations
are made from the results of these
tests. The omission of a variety from
the recommended list does not nee- .
essarily imply that it is unsuitable,
but perhaps only that it has not been
sufficiently tested.

new Varieties of Small Brai
Here are described new varieties
from the South Dakota and other
agricultural experiment stations and
lists the major agronomic and pathologic characteristics: Description
does not imply recommendation.
More complete performance data
on these and other varieties tested in
South Dakota in 1966 and the previous 4 years can be found in South
Dakota Experiment Station ~ircular 179, "1966 Small Grain Varietv
Trials." Varieties recommended i~
1967 are listed in the South Dakota
Cooperative Extension Service Fact
Sheet 329, "Field Crop Varieties
Recommended for 1967." Both publications are available at no charge
from the Bulletin Room or the
Agronomy Department, South D akota State University, Brookings, or
through your county Extension
agent.
Farmers and others are invited to
visit the Experiment Station and test
plots where variety testing and other
phases of agricultural research are
being c_o nducted.

SPRING .WHEAT · ,
Sheridan is a hard red wheat released jointly by Montana and South
Dakota in 1966. It is bearded and
brown chaffed. It is about 3 inches
taller and 2· days later than Crim.
S·heridan resists leaf rust, stem rust,
scab, and shattering. Because of its

h eight it has lodged more in our
tests than Selkirk but riot excessively_. A few growers last year reported
breakage at the top node (!f some
plants of Sheridan. It has usually
yiel_d ed well and has had high test
weight in our tests but its lateness
was a detriment in the 1966 summer
drought. Baking qualities of Sheridan are good. Milling qualities have
been satisfactory in Montana tests
but flour extraction has been reported only fair in some tests elsewhere.
Because of its tallness, it is apparently best adapted to the central
and northwestern areas of South
Dakota rather than in the higher
rainfall northeastern area.
Fortuna is a solid-stemmed, sawfly-resistant, hard red variety released by North Dakota in 1966. It
is medium in height, fair in lodging
resistance, early, and beardless.
Sawflies are not even a minor problem in South Dakota but Fortuna is
adapted in this state and is certain
to be sold and grown. Its yields have
been good, resembling those of
Chris and Sheridan. Fortuna resists
leaf and stem rust but is susceptible
to scab and bunt.
Leeds is a durum wheat released
by North Dakota in 1966. It has
larger seeds than Wells and Lakota
and bett~r test weight. It resists leaf
and stem rust very well. Leeds has

Spring Wheat Yields in South Dakota
Variety

Brookings
1964-66
1966

Centerville
1966
1964-66

1966

30.l
32.6
32.8
31.9
29 .9
32.6
28.6
31.8
34.0
33.9
33.8

15.4
17.3
14.l
17.0
14.6 ·
16.7
12.4
16.1
14.3
14.0
15.5

Eureka
1964-66

Watertown
1966
1964-66

1966

Wall*
. 1964-66

Highmore
1966
1964-66

Bushels per acre

Sheridan ____ 38.6
Fortuna ______ 40 .3
Chris ---------- 36.8
Manitou ____ 41.7
Justiri ---··---- 40.1
Crim __________ 41.5
Selkirk ______ 35.7
Leeds __________ 46.9
Wells -------- 47.0
Lakota -----~ 45.1
Stewart 63 __ 43.9

36.2
38.7
31.4
34.2
30.0
39.9
37.4

29.6
31.5
22.5
28.3
23.5

30.8
29.4
24.9
28.9
23.8
32-9
33.7

•1964 yields used in the averagt!s were from Cottonwood.
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18.2
19.7
23.3
23.4
23.8
21.0
21.3
29.0
30_1
28.7
29.7

29.7
33.4
25.5
26.0
24.2
34.3
33.3

22.6
22.9
24.7
-23.8
21.5
22.2
20.8
21.3
24.1
22.7
22.1

25.8
25.7
20.9
20.8
20.l

13.9
17.6
16.2
16.9
15.0
15.9
14.8
15.8
15.3
15.9
13.8

28.2
26.5
25.3
24.5
25.1
27.1
30.5

By R. S. --1\.lbrechtsen, associate professor of
agronomy.; J. J. Bonnemann, assistant agronomist; G. W. Buchenau, associate professor plant
pathology; V. D. Pederson, associate professor
pl ant pathology; P. B. Price, research agronomist USDA ; D. G. Wells, professor of agronomy, Agricultural Experiment Station; and L. S.
Wood, pla nt pathologist, Cooperative Extension
Service

strong straw and is of the same
height and maturity as Wells. Yields
have been variable but good. Its
larger seeds, greater rust resistance,
and good quality characteristics
make it a valuable addition to the
durum acreage.

WINTER WHEAT
No new varieties of winter wheat
were released in 1966. This was a
year of minor winter injury and negligible mst development. Performance data are shown in the accompanying table. Hume, the new South
Dakota variety, looked better relative to the other varieties in 1965
than in 1966. In 1965, winter killing
and severe rust development emphasized two of Hume's strong
qualities.

BARLEY

t

Primus is a December, 1966, release of the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. See page
13 for details. ~onquest was developed and released in Canada. It is a blue aleurone barley with Parkland as one of
its parents and is expected to replace
some of the Parkland acreage. Conquest is accepted in Canada where
blue aleurone barleys are largely
used for malting purposes.
Blue barleys are little used for

malting purposes in the United
States. Generally, the malting barley industry buys only blue aleurone
barleys grown in northeast North
Dakota and northwest Minnesota.
This ·t ype of ·barley grown in South
Dakota is usually used for feed.
Conquest is smooth-awned, tall,
strong-strawed and medium in maturity. Compared with Larker, it is
about equal in maturity, has smaller
kernel size, and lower test weight.
In South Dakota tests the yield has
been comparable with that of Larker. It is susceptible to the foliar diseases, moderately resistant to stem
rust, and resistant to loose smut.
Presently, the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station is not
recommending Conquest. M o r e
testing is necessary. It does not appear to offer any yield advantage
over Larker.

OATS
Two new oat varieties, Holden
and Portal, are being released by
the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station. Seed will be distributed to growers in the spring of 1967.
Holden is recommended in South
Dakota for 1967. Portal is not recommended because of insufficient

Winter Wheat Yields in South 'Dakota
1966

Presho
1964-66

Highmore
1964-66
1966

Centerville
1966
1963-66*

Bushels per acre

•

Hume ---------- -----------Gage -----------------------Scout ________________________
Lancer -------------------Winalta -----------------Minter ______________________
Ottawa -------------------Nebred -------------------Warrior -----------------Omaha ------------------Bison ---------------------Shoshoni ---------------

34.4
33.8
38.8
42 .2
33.2
31.3
34.3
34.2
36.5
38.4
35.0
34.6

31.5
32.9
34.4
36.2
29.7
30.1
28.8
26.l
30.2
30.9
26.0
29.1

25.5
'31.3
30.7
29.7
28.9
25 .0
20.4
30.9
28.2
27.3
23.2
34.7

25.1
29.3
31.1
30.4
24.3
21.0
21.3
22.9
21.0
25.3
22.2
23 .8

39.1
42.6
48.8
46.1
42.1
29.5
42.8
44.4
48.3
44.5
39.4
40.8

•Not including 1965.
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30.3

33.8
27.0
29.8
28.l
30.6
30.0
24.8

Work in the greenhouse: Interpollinating wheat x wheatgrass lines for winterhardiness.

data but is described here since
seed will undoubtedly be coming
into the state for sale. Comparative
yields of the new varieties described
in this article and of other recently
rel.e ased varieties and long-time
checks are shown in the accompanying table of oat data.
Holden ( C.I. 7978), Goodfield,
Dodge and Garland were all selected from the same cross. Holden resembles Garland most closely, both
giving high yields of plump, yellow
~ernels of high bushel weight. Holden heads and ripens about a day
later than Garland and is approximately an inch taller but is equal or
better in lodging resistance. Holden
appears to have a wider area of
adaptation than Garland. Both varieties are resistant to the older races
of crown ( leaf) rust and stem rust
but are intermediate to susceptible
to some of the newer races. Both are
resistant to the smuts but susceptible to barley yellow dwarf ( red
leaf ) .
Portal ( C.I. 8040) and Garland
were about equal in yield in 1966 at
several locations in South Dakota.
Portal is slightly taller, later, weaker-strawed and lower in test weight
than Garland, but may be more
widely adapted. It is resistant to the
smuts and most prevalent races of
stem rust, but it is susceptible to
barley yellow dwarf. One of the
main advantages of Portal is its resistance to race 264 of crown rust.
There are newer races that will attack Portal, but probably not as severely as they do Garland and other
varieties.
Jaycee ( C.I. 7971 ) is a new release from the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. It is .e arly,

short, stiff-strawed and relatively
high yielding. The grain of Jaycee is
light brownish to yellowish white,
quite large, plump, and of good test
weight. Jaycee is resistant to smut
and the older races of crown rust
and stem rust but like other varieties, is susceptible to ·some new
races. Jaycee has yellow dwarf tolerance equal or superior to any variety
grown in South Dakota.
Two new varieties, Dawn and
Wyndmere, are being released from
the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station with seed to be distributed in 1967.
Dawn ( C.l. 8029) is an early, tall
variety with fair lodging resistance.
It has an open panicle and produces
yellow, large, plump kernels of good
test weight. The entire plant has a
distinct beige color when ripe.
Dawn has given good yields in South
Dakota but usually not as high as
Brave. It is moderately resistant to
smut, susceptible to yellow dwarf,
and has good resistance to most
races of crown rust and stem rust.
Wyndmere ( C.I. 7552) is an early
variety of medium height and straw
strength. It produces long, white,
plump kernels of good test weight.
It has good resistance to stem rust
and crown rust, is moderately susceptible to yellow dwarf and susceptible to smut. Wyndmere has yielded
less than Brave in most South Dakota tests, particularly in Uniform
Midseason Oat Performance Tests
in 1961-63.

Orbit ( C.I. 7811), a recent release from New York, has a wide
area of adaptation and is being
grown in South Dakota and throughout the North Central Region. It is
about 3-4 days earlier than Garry,
has short straw with good lodging
resistance and produces a plump,
white kernel. Orbit has good disease
resistance and is a good yielder but
is medium to low in bushel weight.
Stormont and Harmon are· recent
releases of the Canada Department
of Agriculture. The South Dakota
Foundation Seed Stock Division
does not have seed of these releases
but seed will be coming into South
Dakota from other states.
Stormont ( C.I. 8170) is similar to
Garry in yield and bushel weight
and has good stem and crown rust
resistance to older races but is susceptible to some of the newer races.
It is earlier and shorter than Garry
and has better straw strength. Further testing is necessary to adequately evaluate its adaptability in
South Dakota.
Hannon ( C.I. 7989) is· a tall, late
variety with only fair yield, straw
strength, .disease resistance and
bushel weight in South Dakota tests.
It is not recommended for growing
in South Dakota. Available data in.dicate that it is too late and is not
well adapted for our area.

FLAX
No new flax varieties suitable for
production in the North Central Region have been released within the

past year. The most recent releases
were described in the Winter, 1966,
issue of Farm & Home Research.
Very little flax rust occurred in
South Dakota in 1966 because of unfavorable environmental conditions
for development and spread of the
disease. However, it is important
that we continue to grow only resistant varieties to minimize future
losses and to reduce the probability
of developing new races capable of
infecting presently resistant varieties. The varieties recommended for
1967 are Summit, Windom, Bolley,
Redwood and B-5128. These varieties are resistant to all known North
American races of flax rust.

RYE
Frontier is a recent release of the
Canada Department of Agriculture.
Preliminary tests suggest that it may
be adapted in South Dakota. Data
from Canada show Frontier is equal
to Antelope in height, maturity,
bushel weight and winter-hardiness
but superior in yield. Additional
testing is necessary to evaluate its
adaptability for South Dakota. ·
Von Lochow 'and Elk ( described
in the Winter 1966 issue of Farm &
Home Research) continue to perform well under conditions of mild
winters. These varieties are not recommended in South Dakota because
of their lower level of winter-hardiness than Antelope, Caribou, and
Pierre, the three presently recommended varieties. O

Oat Yields in South Dakota*
Variety

1966t

Brookings
'65-66§

'63-64 11

1966t

77.3

55.2
52.4
48.4
41.8
49.4
50.2
41.6
40.0t
51.2
47.2
48.0
49.2

Watertown
'65-66§

'63-64 1!

J966t

Centerville
'65-66§

'63-6411

Highmore
1966t

Wall
1966t

45.9
44.1
52.7
37.1
44.4
45.8
32.2
28.1
51.0
26.7
42.2
43 .7

37.8
33.2
44.1 ·
40.9
40.6
31.2
43.0
25.8
30.3
28.2
42.8
39.9

Bushels per acre

Holden
Portal ______________
Jaycee ____ __________
Dawn ______________
Wyndmere ____
Orbit ______ ________
Stormont ________
Harmon -------Andrew __________
Garry ______________
Tyler ______________
Clintland 64 ____

98.7
97.4
90.9
94.6
99.6
104.5
84.8
100.4:t
93.2
101.2
92.2
86.0

104.1
100.8
95.9
92.3

77.0
90.9
91.6
104.8
96.6
92.3

58.6
63.6
64.4
65.0
75.0

73.9
73.0
65.4
64.2

68.8

62.4
64.1
68.7
65.5
66.6
62.5

57.2
66.8
62.0
66.3
69.2

71.2
69.7
74.8
72.8
76.8
71.2
65.0
54.9:f:
78.3
64.1
70.2
67.0

83.6
78.5
81 ~1
76.8

54.9

59.6
73.6
85.1
65.1
76.9
73.8

55.4
54.3
62.0
51.2
53.9

•Comparisons between varieties should be made w ith in columns onl y, not across columns.
tAverages over two nurseries (Uniform Mid season Oat Performance Nursery and Standard Variety Oat Nursery) at each location.
tAverages from Standard Variety Oat Nurseries onl y.
§Aver~ges from UMOPN data in 1965 and UMOPN plus SVO data in 19 66.
UAvcragcs from UMOPN data in all 1963-64 columns.
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IN WESTERN SOUTH' DAKOTA

stockpon~
water

lo~es
By Clayton L. Hanson, agricultural engineer,
USDA, Newell, S. Oak.
Contribution from the Northern Plains
Branch, Soil and Water Conservation Research
Division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA,
in cooperation with the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station.

Butt•
Meade

..f~'!!~
Count,

Figure 1. Stockpond area.
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The U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare reported in
1963 that daily · use of water in the
United States amounted to 350 billio~ gallons. By the year 2000 it is
estimated that water use will go up
to between 900 and 970 billion gallons daily, 2.7 times more than in
1963. This means we must not only
make better use of and conserve existing water supplies but we must
develop new water sources.

An important way to conserve existing supplies is to reduce the
amount of water lost by evaporation and seepage. Studies in western South Dakota, for instance, reveal even on a comparatively small
scale the immensity of such losses.
Annual seepage and evaporation
losses were calculated for 15 ponds
in or near Butte County that were
u n d er observation fr o m 1958
( continued next page)

STOCKPONO LOCATION
TOWNSHIP LINE
COUNTY LINE
c:::J TOWN
ROAD
- ..., STRE,AM OR RIVER

Table 1. Mean Annual Seepage Losses
from Stock Ponds Near Newell, South
Dakota, 1958-1961
Loss*

Pond
Sandy Soil

Figure 2. Stockpond W-12 with stilling well and staff gages for recording
water stage. The stilling well houses an A-35 strip chart recorder.

Feet/year

W-1 -----·· -----------------------------W -2 ______________________________ _. ____
W-3 ----------------------------------W-4 ---------------------------------W-5 ----------------------------------W-6 -----------------------------------W-7 ----·------------------------------W -8 ---------------------------------W-9 -----------------------------------

4.7
4 .9
4 .5
13 .1
7 .8
6 .2
9.3
3 .2
2.4

Clay Soil

W -10
W-11
W-12
W-13
W-14
W-15

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.4
1.1
1.9
5 .5
1.6
3 .9

•Ponds W-3, W-4, W-5 , W-6 and W-7 were
dry a large part of each year.
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through 1961 ( figure 1). Nine ponds
were in the north and northeast sections of the county on sandy _soi~.
The other six ponds were on clayey
soils which predominate in the county. Total water losses were obtained
from water stage recorders and staff
gages at each pond ( figure 2).
Seepage Loss from Each Pond

Annual seepage loss in feet was
computed for each pond on a daily
seepage rate basis ( table 1). This
was done by subtracting the evaporation during periods of no precipitation or inflow to the ponds. Ponds
W-3, ·W-4, W-5, W-6 and W-7 held
water for only part of the year so
the annual seepage for these ponds
was based on the average number of
days that each pond held water. The
other ponds held water all year or all
but a very short period so the annual
seepage for these ponds was calculated on a full-year basis.
Annual pond evaporation was
based on U. S. Weather Bureau
Class A pan evaporation records at
the Newell Field Station. Both the
pan and pond evaporation were figured from April 1 through October
31.
Seepage Depends on Soil

Pond seepage depends on the
physical and chemical properties of
the soil. Seepage from ponds on
sandy soil varied from a low of 2.4
feet to a high of 13.1 feet per year.
Ponds on clay soil lost considerably
less from seepage-between 1.1 feet
and 5.5 feet per year. Four of the
ponds on sandy soil had very high
seepage rates. If these ponds held
water all year they would lose more
than 20 feet per year.
Pan evaporation a".'eraged .4.69
feet annually from 1957 through
1965. According to the U. S. Weather Bureau (Technical Paper No.
37), an annual pan evaporation of
4.69 feet corresponds to a pond
evaporation of 3.3 feet. For all of
the. ponds considered in this study,
evaporation accounts for a little over
50%of the annual water loss because
the ponds fill either· during the
spring or summer, when evaporation
loss is highest. About 65%of the summer loss is by evaporation.
There are approximately 2,700
ponds in Butte County. If these

.FOX-PHEASANT STUDY REPORT
Wilqli..fe research biologists are
presently not ready to make a definite statement concerning the effect
of fox populations on pheasant numbers in South Dakota.
In a progress report for the ·first
year of a 5-year detailed cooperative
study, the investigators say that at
this time "no definite conclusions can
be drawn ... as to whether reduction
of fox populations does· or does not
result in corresponding increases in
pheasant populations."
This doesn't mean, investigators
point out, that the informati9n they
ponds were distributed equally over
the country, there would be an estimated 570 ponds on sandy soil and
2,130 ponds on clay soil. Surveys
of 43 ponds indicated that the average pond volume is about 9 acre feet.
Assuming that the ponds filled once
per year and that there :was no further inflow to the ponds during the
year, the ponds on clay soils would
lose about 85%of their water by both
seepage and evaporation, whereas
the ponds on the sandy soils would
· lose about 95% of their water. This
would amount to an annual loss of'
6.9 billion gallons. This estimated
loss is likely conservative because
most ponds have water running.into
them more than once during the
year.
Reduction of these water losses
would !!reatly increase the reliability of the livestock water supply.
S.ome control measures are .available. Seepage from small ponds can
be controlled with plastic or rubber
liners. Bentonite and some asphalt
products will reduce seepage and
can be used economically in the
larger ponds. Evaporation can be
partially controlled either by covering the pond or by building the
pond with as small a surface area
as possible. Roofs or plastic covers can be used to cover very small
ponds. Chemicals that form a £Im
on the water surface have possibilities for use as evaporation suppressors on large ponds -( see South
D akota Farm & Horne Research,
Vol. XV, No. 4, Fall 1964, p. 7). D
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have obtained is of no value. Quite
the contrary. It represents just the
start of the job of establishing a base
from which future findings and recommendations can be made, they
add.
·
The investigations were conducted by the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks; the
Agricultural Experiment Station at
South Dakota State University; and
the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife working through the
Sou~h Dakota Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit. The first year's progress report is contained in Experiment Station Circular No. 176,
"Fox - Pheasant Relationships in
South Dakota 1965." ( As of January
1, 1967, this long-range study is being taken over by the South Dakota
Department . of Game, Fish . and
Parks and subsequent reports on
data collected will be issued by that
agency.')
Comparison of 1965 and 1964 figures on pheasant numbers indicates
no consistent .differences in adult
birds per mile between areas where
foxes had been reduced and the
check areas where nature more or
less was allowed to take its course,
according to the report. However,
consistently more broods per mile
were observed in fox-reduction
areas. The size of the differences was
small in two units and large in one.
On the basis of this part of the
first year's results the indications are
that fox control might be somewhat
beneficial to pheasant production,
investigators say. But, "certain inconsistencies" appear in other findings, according to the report. The report indicates that in two units, one
with_high and one with low initial
fox populations, adult pheasants decreased from 1964 to 1965, regardless of whether or not foxes were
controlled. However, they decreased
· more where foxes had been controlled. Brood production was slightly better in these two fox reduction
areas. In another unit with low fox
populations and relatively high
pheasant populations, the increase
in brood size was less in the area
where foxes had been controlled
(continued bottom next page)
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Why So Little Cash Leasing?
By Russell L. Berry, associate professor of econ omics, Agricultural Experiment Station

Farm ownership is highly prized
by many farmers. In addition to
wealth and social status it gives
them much freedom to farm, freedom to improve, and fixity or security of tenure. In these respects full
owners are on the top rung of the
farm tenure ladder.
Yet despite the high esteem with
which full ownership is held, over
half of the land in the most productive areas of the Midwest is under
lease. In South Dakota nearly half
the land in the eastern half of the
state is leased-almost all for a cropshare rent ( figure 1 ) .
Two-thirds of South Dakota's
farmers and ranchers rent part or all
of the land they operate. Part owners ( part renters) operate 64% of the
land and much of this is rented for
·a share of the crops.
Cash rent tenants appear to be
above share rent tenants on the farm
tenure ladder. As one tenure expert
has said "a cash tenant is as much
different from a share tenant as the
share tenant differs from a hired
ma.n in his progress along the agricultural ladder."
Why So Little Cash Leasing?

Since farmers have not been able
to achieve and maintain full ownership, why is there so little cash leasing?
Several reasons are suggested.
Some landlords may not realize that
than in the area where they had not
been controlled.
Furthermore; foxes ate relatively
fewer pheasants in the unit which
had the most adult pheasants and
broods in 1964 and 1965 than in another unit where pheasants were less
common. Rabbits were also more
common in this first unit and were
eaten to a greater extent than pheasants, suggesting the importance of
buffer prey species.
·
Four units of land in the eastern
part of the state were carefully selected for the study in 1964. Each
unit, situated in a different climatic

TODD
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Figure I. Percent of All Land Operated Under Lease, South Dakota, 1959.

cash rents would give them much
freedom from worry about the way
the tenant farms and divides the
crops. While some landlords enjoy
taking risks and sharing management decisions and costs with tenants, modern agriculture makes this
increasingly difficult. This is especially true when the tenant also
owns some land or leases some land
from another landlord. Part owners
and multiple landlords operate at
least two thirds of the land in South
Dakota and their numbers are still
increasing.
Complications are · intensified by
increased use of fertilizers, weed
sprays, insecticides, rapidly changing farming techniques and harvesting equipment.

Another aspect is that more and
more landlords lack farm experience. As a result they are primarily
concerned with a fair return on their
investment with the least trouble.
Some landlords live too far away
from their farms or lack the ability
to work closely with tenants. Farming is now so technical that landlords of the future may find that,
like their counterparts in the city,
cash rent is the only solution.
Some tenants may not realize that
cash rents would give them much
more freedom to farm like full owners. Also tenants may not realize that
because there would be less to disagree about, their security of tenure
might be increased-even on the ba-

and land-use region, consists of two
lOxlO-mile study areas: one where
an attempt is made to reduce and
maintajn fox populations at the lowest level possible, and the other
where there is no control of foxes
other than that by private fox hunters or requested by landowners. The
two areas in each of the four units
were established from 5 to 15 miles
apart to minimize animal movement
between them. Altogether, 800
square miles of study areas are involved.
Three 30-mile pheasant survey
routes were established in each
25

study area. These routes, as well as
the entire area, are covered by foot,
auto and aerial surveys. Some of the
information being collected includes
num hers of adult pheasants and
foxes , numbers and size of pheasant
broods, numbers of pheasants by
sexes, types of cover for both pheasants and foxes , small IT' mmal and
rabbit counts which might have a
bearing on fox food habits, and
stomach contents of foxes to determine what and how much they eat.
Computers are used in statistical
analyses of the data from the complicated study. D

(continued next page)

sis of a lease for only a year. Both
landlords and tenants may not have
recognized the effect of greater· security of tenure on the tenant's freedom to make improvements, adopt
soil conservation measures, and
make long term plans needed for
efficient farming.
"Cash rents are too low," say some
farm landlords.
Whars a Fair Cash Rent?

During the past 15 years the
landlord could sell his farm and get
a 5% net return on a mortgage loan
with little risk or management responsibility. In contrast the cash
landlord bears more risk and has
more management problems than a
mortgage lender. Hence it seems
reasonable that he should have at
least 1% more net return on his investment. If a flexible cash rent is
used-one that varies with crop
yields and prices-the increased risk
probably calls for another 1% increase in net returns. Share landlords have still greater risks since
their rents vary not only with yields
and prices but also the tenant's
management and his division of the
crops. Hence it seems reasonable
that a share rent landlord should receive another 2% return on his investment.
Thus if a landlord has a farm
worth $100,000 the net rates of return on his investment and the net
rent probably should be no less than
the following when mortgage interest rates are 5%:
Kind of rent

Net rate

Mortgage interest100% loan _____________ 5%
Fixed cash rent.__ _________ 6%
Flexible cash rent._______ 7%
Crop-share rent .___________ 8%

Net rent

$5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000

Gross rents would be these net
rents plus the landlord's taxes, insur~nce, depreciation, seed and repair costs. But since these costs
would be the same regardless of the
kind of rent paid, they can be omitted here.
Do actual net rents support this
theory? Only in part. For the 16year period 1951-65 the following
averages were obtained:

Kind of rent

Net rate

Net rent

Mortgage rate-individual lenders ____ __ 4.9%
$4,900
Fixed·cash rents (S.
Dak. average) ______ 5.3%
5,300
Flexible cash rents ___ ( not available)
Crop-share rent ( one

farm) ___________________ 7.8%

7,800

The crop-share rent is from the
highly productive "Dr. Sterling
Farm" of Brookings County and
hence may not be representative. It
is interesting to note that, according
to University of Illinois sources, land
priced at $160 per acre in southern
Illinois yielded net returns on the
landlord's investment of 6% .to 11%
while cash leases yielded only 5%
( 62 share and 7 cash rented farms in
1964).
Some Willing to Rent for Cash

There seems to be little doubt that
some farm landlords appear to be
willing to rent for cash if they could
get a higher return. "If I could net
6% on my current investment, I
would be glad to rent for cash," declared a Brookings County landlord.
He already rents a quarter-section
for cash in another county.
Another landlord also expressed
. interest in cash rents but pointed out
that farm landlords say that it is impossible to collect cash rents when
crops fail. However, some landlords
solve this problem by requiring that
the cash rent be paid in ·advance.
Others require half in advance and
use a crop lien to insure payment of
the balance. When this is done, the
landlord's risk is largely eliminated.
Another possibility is to charge a
"rent insurance fee" of say $200-$300
to be used to pay the rent when the
tenant has a crop failure. Any balance could be returned to the tenant
when he leaves the farm.
Still another possibility is the flexible cash rent. Under this plan a
fixed base rent is set in either bushels of grain or acres of the King
Crop. Then the rent is varied with
county average yields and prices. A
difficulty with this method was that
county average yields were not
available until the following spring.
Now, however, county average corn
and wheat yields are being made
available upon request in late December in both South Dakota and
26

Minnesota to farm landlords and
tenants who use the flexible cash
leasing system. ( More details on this
"breakthrough" in flexible cash rent
are available from the author.)

•

Cash Rents Provide Freedom

A study just completed indicates
that the crucial problem of share
rent leases is that landlords do not
have freedom from worry about
their rents. Not only weather, insects, and disease but management
affects their rents. In an atterript to
protect their rents, share landlords
sometimes specify in detail how the
farming shall be done. Even when
they don't do this, almost all use the
short 1-year or year-to-year lease in
order that they might be able to get
rid of a poor tenant.
Two thirds of South Dakota's
landlords say that the main reason
they use a short term lease is to make
sure the tenant does a good job and
pays a fair rent. Three fourths of the
tenants agree.
Cash Rents in Other Areas

What do tenants think about cash
rents? We can -get some answers of
interest to South Dakota tenantsand landlords - from a regional
study just completed in Marion
County, Kansas, near Wichita. This
is a s~all grain area similar to much
of central South Dakota. This community was chosen because it contained 180 cash rent tenants who
all leased from the Scully Estate.
Of the 103 farmers interviewed,
52 cash rented all or part of their
farm land from the Scully Estate.
Of the remaining 51 farmers, 43
share rented part or all of their farmland from other landlords. Only
eight of the farmers were full
owners.
An unusual feature of the Scully
cash ·rents is that 41 of the tenants
owned their improvements located
on Scully land. When they leave
they sell them to the oncoming ten.ant. Because of the strong demand
for Scully leases this gives them
much more freedom to improve than
enjoyed by most share rent tenants.
Of the 103 farmers , 87% said that
the Scully tenants had more security
on the land than share rent tenants.
Only 6% were not sure of their answer. The average length of tenure

•
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of Scully tenants was , 15 years as
compared to 17 years for full owners
and 6 years for share tenants. Despite their I-year leases, tenants said
they had no fears of losing the land.
Three-fifths of the farmers said that
this greater security was due to .the
cash rental and one-fifth to the number of farms in the estate.
Almost all ( 96%) of the Scully tenants said that they had more freedom to farm than share rent tenants
while two thirds of the other farmers
agreed. Only 3% of the 103 farmers
were not sure of their answers. Four

fifths said the cash rental was the
cause of this greater freedom.
Landlords may feel that such freedom would result in poor farming.
This has not been the case with
these cash rent farmers. There were ·
no significant differences in the
crops grown and the livestock kept
by the cash tenants and the other
farmers in the community.
While the Scully cash leasing system has important advantages for
both the landlord and tenant, other
landlords in the same community
have not adopted the system. One

serious disadvantage for landlords
is the low cash rents of the Scully
Estate. They appear to be only
about half of the cash rents of other
landlords. As a result of the low
rents the Scully tenants often pay
$10,000 to $15,000 for the buildings
and the right to enjoy these low
rents. Because this situation could
be easily avoided by other landlords
it seems that there must be other
reasons why cash rent leasing is not
popular. More study is needed to
determine whether or not these obstacles can be removed. D

A BILLION DOLLAR AGRICULTURE BY 1980
{continued from page 3)
man in agriculture in the future
will spend more time planning and
running things.
Learning About Management

With importance of management
and efficiency so critical, South Dakota State University . through
.months of planning and effort has
come up with a program-almost ·a .
"crash" program-in which all of its
talent and facilities will be used to
help South Dakota farmers and
ranchers. Much of the effort will be
through the E_xtension S e r v i c e.
County Extension agents have attended special farm management
training schools and will continue
to do so. They will be meeting with
· small groups and individuals to
carry available knowledge and experience to those who can use it.
Specialists and scientists have been
given the word that their efforts
are to be strongly oriented toward
helping farmers and ranchers meet
and solve management problems.
Worksheets, publications and other
educational material have been specifically designed for use in better
management training.
In 1967 you are going to hear a
lot about better management and
efficiency on South Dakota farms
and ranches.

With 1,048 undergraduates, SDSU's
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences ranks 15th among colleges of agriculture in the United
States. In comparison with most
other states, a higher proportion of
SDSU college of agriculture graduates choose to become farmers in
their home state. Half of SDSU's
agricultural graduates are now in
the state and 23% of them are now
farming. Agricultural fall enrollment has increased at SDSU every
year for the past 7 years. Nonfarm
employment opportunities of agricultural graduates are bright: in
our region the average monthly salary quoted for B.S. graduates was
$537 a month and considering data
from college placement offices
there were more than three jobs per
graduate available for employment.
1967 and Beyond ...

But, what about 1967? Here are
what some SDSU staff members see
for certain areas in the immediate
future plus what might be expected
beyond that. In some cases production goals are given for operations
in which South Dakota farmers can
excel. How close, and when, you
figure these goals might be reached
will provide you with a "do-it-yourself" method of estimating outlook
for 1967 and the following years.

Educating Farmers of Tomorrow

Another factor is the stress being placed in SDSU classrooms for
agricultural students-the farmers
of tomorrow-to acquire knowledge for making wise management
decisions besides being competent
in technical areas of agriculture

GENERAL
What about income, prices, costs
... for 1967? Here's what an economist at SDSU sees as of now:
Prospects for farm prosperity (if
weather is good): brighter than for
a decade. Net average income per
27

farm well above the approximate
$5,500 of 1966. _Farm costs generally to rise at increased rate but not
as rapidly as product prices-this
to take some bite out of cost-price
squeeze. Living costs: up another
3% to5%.
Feed grain production (especially
corn): will increase due to strong
demand and higher price supports.
Wheat production: expected to
increase in central and western
South Dakota as a result of onethird increase in allotments.
Livestock prices to hold their
own. Feeder cattle and fed cattle
up. Beef anp dairy price increases
to offset declines in pork, poultry
and eggs.
Wheat and corn prices well
above supports, making wheat in
north central and western parts
of state more profitable than corn,
barley, oats or rye.
Hogs may decline to $16-$17 by
late 1967 because of increased production. But consumer switch from
high priced beef to pork could
give h o g m a r k e t surprising
strength.
With 1966 dairy prices 21 %
above previous year and reduced
cow numbers, dairy outlook is better than for years.
Increased supplies of poultry
and eggs, plus pork and turkey
competition, to lower average
prices.
Sheep: declining numbers both
in South Dakota and nationallv
suggest improved prices. Not much
improvement for wool because of

"

agronomists ·See reversal in the grasslands decline."

stocks on hand, competition fr.om.
other fibers.
Interest: rates considerably
higher; money to borrow may not
be available.
Machinery: costs up more than
2 %, mainly because of increased
steel and labor costs.
Fertilizer: one bright exception
to higher cost trends. Commercial
fertilizer will continue to decline
in price following trend in which
prices have dropped 30% in past
10 years.
Feed grains: prices up, due to
strong livestock prices and low
1966 yields.
Real estate taxes: higher (one
cause is increased demand for local services).
Insurance: higher.
Farm real estate: up 8% last
year, to continue due to improved
farm income and despite tight
credit situation.
Farm labor: you'll pay more.

PASTURES AND GRASSLANDS
Continued increases in cattle
numbers in South Dakota since
the 1930's accompanied by steady
decline of grassland productivity
has reached the point where the
trend of one or the other must be
reversed. Agronomists b elieve the
reversal will come in the grasslands decline.
"Pasture improvement will be
considered and practiced by more
farmers and ranchers in the immediate future," is how one agronomist looks at it. And the possibilities are here now in view of recent
research findings which indicate
that c.ertain pasture improvement
practices can increase production by
25% to 100% on typical or average
pastures-and even more on some
very poor pastures in eastern South
Dakota.
The rancher of western South
Dakota has fewer opportunities
( although the potential is still
high) than his counterpart in the
eastern part of the s·t ate for improvement of existing grass areas.
In the drier regions the vast ranges

can be improved by proper stocking rates and timely grazing. In
many· areas tame pastures can be
established - on favorable sites
-to supplement the native range.
Certain range sites may respond
to commercial fertilizer, weed control, interseeding pasture type alfalfas and superior g·rasses, especially with more favorable moisture
conditions.
Grasslands research has not been
as spectacular as is the case with
some crops, but it has progressed.
Grasses, mostly, are perennials so
it hasn't been necessary to plant
so frequ ently or on so many· acres.
Thus, to a certain extent, experience and know-how is lacking.
Grassland improvement takes longer. Results are less apparent than,
for instance, the dollar and cents
realized from boosted corn production following fertilizer.
But Agricultural Experiment Station researchers have developed
new varieties of grasses and legumes to go along with better understanding of the basic management principles of the various species. Extension Service educational
. programs have also contributed to
a changed "grass-roots" philosophy
towards grasslands.
Again, "management" seems to
be the key. But what avenues are
open for better manage·m ent· to
gain higher grasslands production?
H ere are just a few possibilities
cited by research workers in grasses and legumes:
• The high-risk venture aspect largely removed from
grass and legume establishment. Two key points must be
followed: (1) accurate placement of seed in a (2) firm seedbed. How can this be done
when the typical cereal grain
drill on most farms is not
built to handle small, light and
often c.haffy grass seeds? Nearly 30 special grass seed. drills
are now available on a rental
basis in South Dakota through
farm organizations, private operators or dealers.

• Superior varieties of grasses and legumes now available
improve the odds. They may
have one or more of the following advantages over other
varieties of the same species:
greater yield potential, larger
seed for easier establishment,
· greater seedling vigor to help
gain better early stands in
·competition . with weeds, increased drought and/ or winter hardiness. Pasture type alfalfas are especially valuable
in . either complete re-establishment or improvement of
pastures by interseeding. They
are persistent under grazing
and because their growth
characteristics are similar to
grass the probability of bloat
is reduced. Agronomists stress
legumes in grass mixtures because of the valuable nitrogen
made . available to grass.
• When fertilized grass is
grazed by a beef cow herd,
the value of the investment in
fertilizer may not be immediately or strikingly apparent
· -but it is there. Here are just
a few examples of what researchers have found in using
fertilizer on grass: Cool season
introduced grass shows the
greatest response. Smooth
bromegrass -yields at Brookings increased from 0.96 of a
ton an acre to 2.01 tons with
60.pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Fertilized bromegrass in Spink
County yielded 2 tons an acre,
up 0.6 of a ton over unfertilized grass. Sixty pounds of
nitrogen accounted for this increase as well as boosting protein · content from 8.16% to ·
10.82%. In Campbell County
40 pounds of nitrogen increased crested wheatgrass
yields from 0.45 to 0.65 of a
ton an acre. Seed production
went up from 69 pounds to 162
pounds an acre on similarly
fertilized crested wheatgrass.
Kentucky bluegrass pasture
yield went up from 0.37 of a
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"All

South Dakota is cow country ... " -animal scientist.

ton per acre to 1.07 tons with
25 pounds of nitrogen fertilizer. Fertilized grass, in addition, starts growing earlier in
the spring and is more palat;able.
• Needed research. One example is the new 2,665-acre
Pasture Research . Center near
Norbeck which provides facilities to conduct research
with grazing animals on a
farm-size scale. This research
is not only geared to tame
pastures but to improvement
of existing pastures through
varying livestock management
systems, weed control, fertilizing and interseeding. Comparisons will be made of net
return per acre when managed by various methods. Winter feeding is also varied to
determine best nutitional levels
for maximum economy of both
winter and summer gains. An
experimental beef cow - calf
herd is maintained at Norbeck
because this enterprise is basic
to the livestock economy of
South Dakota.

BEEF
'"All of South Dakota is cow
country," says one SDSU animal
scientist. "Anything that improves
livestock production brings us closer to realizing our state's tremendous potential."
Animal science research results
now available point the way toward a brighter outlook in the livestock industry. This is looking
ahead several years but some encouraging factors should become
evident as early as 1967.
The cow-calf unit offers an excellent opportunity for augmenting
agricultural income. Cows make up
a large proportion of the individual farm and ranch income in South
Dakota. While the greatest concentration of cow-calf operations is
just east of the Missouri River, the
whole state is cow country.
Three suggestions, all supported
by research data, are made by ani-

"

· mal scientists as possible ways of
greatly improving the outlook:
1. Increase number of calves
in the present cow population
-that is, increasing calving
percentage.
2. Increase weight of calf per
cow-this better growing ability of the individual calf to be
accomplished · through performance testing.
3. Establish and maintain an
increased cow population based on first improving pastures and feed supplies.
Calving percentage can be boosted by crossbreeding and by varying
the ·nutritional level of the cow,
research data show. But, crossbreeding must be based on the se-

lection of superior purebred bulls
and matings must be planned well
ahead. Some estimates indicate that
a · rotation crossbreeding program
could increase weaned calf production by 15% to 25%. In addition, it appears that the crossbred steer, compared to the straightbred steer from
parents of equal quality, will gain
some 5% faster in the feedlot and be
at least equal in carcass quality.
Performance testing is now of age.
In one experiment we found that
calves from one bull took 60 days
longer to reach market weight than
calves from another sire group. The
average sire difference for 10 ranches studied was 20 days. Figure what
this means in increased labor and
fixed costs ranging from $2.20 to
$6.60 a head for slower growing
steers. Feeder cattle capable of gaining 2.4 pounds a day can return up
to $16 more a head than those gaining only 2 pounds daily. Studies
show this is possible even if the feeder pays a 2-cent-a-pound premium
for the faster gaining calves in the
.first place.
Larger and stabilized .feed supplies-one key here are prospects for
more irrigation - must precede an
increase in cow populations in some
areas. In other areas more efficient
use of rough feeds such as cornstalks
could mean more cows immediately.
Using sudan pasture, the newer su-

clan-sorghum crosses, or grasses to
provide high producing tame pasture is feasible in some parts of the
state. But how about the range area
which makes up about two-thirds of
South Dakota? Only a small percentage of this area could utilize such
crops as sudan or sudan-sorghum
crosses to boost production. In order
t0 bring the greater part of this
range area into higher production,
significant improvements in range
and pasture management are musts.

SWINE
More and more farmers look to
their swine enterprise as a possible
major source of income. Instead of
6 to 8 sows on a-farm, the trend in
many South Dakota areas is toward
30 to 60 sows in a twice-a-year farrowing program. This is in itself an
indicator of a pretty fair outlook for
the future, says SDSU's swine specialist. He projects a 5% increase per
year to amount to nearly 3 million
hogs for 1967 and by 1980 the top 40
swine counties in the state should
produce more than 4,300,000 head.
South Dakota has a lot of things
going for it in swine production.
Some of them: Suitability of East
River farms for pork productionsoil and clim,ate suited for growing
large crops of feed grains as well as
alfalfa and clover pasture. Adequate
marketing facilities-9th largest central public market in the United
States at Sioux Falls plus local livestock auctions throughout the state.
Four major packing companies
along with several others are available for slaughtering. Market demands and movement appear promising-hogs moving out may go to
local plants or to the west, east, or
south. Transportation costs to the
west are lower compared with several other large midwestern swine
producing areas. Projected needs for
the nation indicate that South Dakota farmers must produce another
million head of hogs as their share
during the next 10 years which
would make annual production total
top the 4-million-mark.
Here are some production goals

top 40 swine counties to produce 4,300,000 head."
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Sheep specialist ·believes greater profits for the future .
which the state shou]d·be ab]e to attain:
• Twice-a-year farrowing with
,30-60 sows ( 60-120 litters)
per average farm.
• Farrow and market an average of nine pigs per Jitter.
• Market all hogs from each farrowing within SJ~ months at
200-220 pounds.
• Produce 100 pounds of pork
from 300 pounds or less of
feed-weaning to market.
• Use only tested meat type
boars with performance records superior to present herd
average.
• Select replacement gilts with
most weight for age, probed
back-fat thickness of less than
rn inches at 200 pounds and
with heavy muscling in four
lean cuts.
• Use well-planned, efficient
buildings and equipment.

SHEEP
"We seem to be emerging from
an era of low prices and general discouragement into one of higher
price ranges, more optimism, andfor the efficient operators-greater
profits," is the way SDSU's sheep
specialist looks at the future.
South Dakota is one of the top five
states nationally in all sheep and
lambs with numbers estimated · at
nearly 1,500,000 head last year.
Wool clip in 1965 amounted to almost 12,500,000 pounds, divided
about equally between East and
West River. Another favorable factor: the Central Public Stockyards at
Sioux Falls which leads the nation
in numbers of sheep sold at pµblic
markets.
·
Sheep have a place on thousands
of South Dakota farms where land
is well drained, pasture is available
and owners want to diversify operations. You might see more use of
tarpe grass-alfalfa pastures in rotation .. The trend is toward farm
flocks of 200-500 ewes. Operators
with units of this size ·become more
specialized in all phases of production. Sheep make the most profitable
use of large supplies of roughage,

"Known techniques .

generaJly abun<l«nt throughout the
stai:e .. Sheep return more per dollar
invested than other classes of livestock because of low investment in
breeding stock and harvested feed.
Here are some sheep production
goals possible for South Dakota:
• Flocks of 200-500 ewes efficiently produced.'
• Pasture and roughage production for adequate yearround supply of feed.
• At least a 140% lamb crop.
• Year-round parasite control.
• Use rams with top performance data records .
• Select replacement ewes superior to your flock ·average
in gaining and twinning abil, ities and meat quality.
• 10%increase in breeding ewe
numbers.

DAIRYING
Possibilities for the future look
good, says SDSU's dairy specia1ist.
Dairying in South Dakota grossed
producers $45 million in 1965, compared with $32 million in 1945.
This indicates that by 1980 the
gross income should be at least $78
million with everything else being
equal.
Here are some points which
make the outlook appea:r; better
than it has for years:
The improved marketing sy~tem
is a plus factor and is due to the
change from selling farm separated
cream to selling whole milk for
manufacture of American cheese,
non-fat dry milk powder and sweet
cream butter.
Average output per cow will continue to increase and probably
could be doubled simply by extensive use of presently known techniques in breeding, feeding and
management. Average annual milk
production per cow in South Dakota is low compared to the national average but has increased
from 3,800 pounds in 1945 to 6,400
pounds in 1965.
Continued improvements will
likely be made in production techniques. If so, the increased income
from selling milk will ~e attractive

to more farmers-resulting in greater£ cow numbefrs. Avherag~ numbedr •
o cows per arm as mcrease
substantially in South Dakota although total cow numbers have decreased from 390,000 in 1945 to
256,000 in 1965.
. Production of American cheese
has almost tripled and non-fat dried
m_ilk production has gone up by
6% within the past 5 years. Production of butter, however, decreased
by 17%.
Items to consider in looking for
a rosy future:
• Feed production · based on
crops that provide adequate,
balanced, low-cost supply.
• Breeding programs that assure high producing replacement cows.
• Feeding and management
that assure efficient preservation and use of feed for
high milk yields.
• Using production record
keeping as a guide for better
breeding, feeding according to producing ability and
•
for culling unprofitable animals.
• Reducing mastitis and other
diseases to the minimum.

WATER RESOURCES
Concern with use, conservation
and quality of water has reached an
alltime high in South Dakota and
this interest apparently will continue. Water use becomes more important as vast new sources are created through impoundment on the
Missouri River.
Use of water by agriculture
makes up only part of the total. For
example, during just the past 2
years the South Dakota \i\T ater Resources Commission has approved
25 municipal permits plus others
for suburban housing, commerce
.and industry, fish culture and public recreation. Conservation, \vhile
not new, takes on added meaning
as South Dakotans become more
aware of the vast potential of one
of their most valuable resources.
And quality assumes more importance from the standpoint of pollu- •

double average output per dairy cow."
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"

value of planning and zoning to be more apparent."

tion as well as improvement or
ide.n tification of water unsuitable
for certain agricultural and human
purposes.
Because underground sources
supply such an important amount
of water, South Dakota needs to
know where this water is available,
in what quantities, ·at what depths,
and its quality. This infoi:mation is
obtained in detailed county-wide
surveys. Surveys have been completed in four counties and another should be finished in 1967.
Work will continue in three counties in 1967 and if crews are available surveys will start in all or part
of three additional counties. Nearly a score of other counties in the
state's five conservancy subdistricts
have contracts or are negotiating
them for underground water surveys. After a survey every county
landowner has detailed _information on resources below the surface of his land.
Planning and zoning will increase noticeably in 1967 as people
become more aware of the value
of development on a communitywide basis. Also, the last legislature
made it mandatory for counties to
appoint planning and zoning commissions. Major reason for increased interest is river basin development, especially along the
Great Lakes of South Dakota, and
emphasis by assisting organizations
that planning and zoning must proceed in an orderly manner as early
as possible. Counties traversed by
the interstate highway system and
those in the Black Hills region will
also be entering into coordinated
plans for logical development.
Local interests are being assisted
by the Soil Conservation Service in
planning and construction of small
watersheds. South Dakota State
University personnel also assist in
many planning phases and in watershed district organization. Two
projects have been completed while
some 15 others in as many counties
either will start construction in 1967
or continue planning. The tempo of

•

· these activities rests upon the ability
of local interests to meet local obligations. Ten proposed projects _·
await planning assistance.
Irrigation permits covered more
than 25,000 acres statew_ide in the
first half of 1966, a total topped in
only fiye full years since 1955. Almost 93% of this acreage was east of
the Missouri River and much of it
resulted from extensive developments along the Great Lakes of
South Dakota. Projections by water
resource specialists are that 1967
will see as much or more private irrigation development as in 1966, especially in the eastern half of the state.
This, they say, will be about evenly
divided between ground water and
private development along the
Great Lakes.
Although irrigation started in the
Black Hills of South Dakota in the
:i870's, it was virtually non-existent
east of the Missouri River before
1955 when the Water Resources
Commission was created. Since creation of the Commission, 1,330 permits covering 276,144 acres have
been issued statewide with 621 permits involving 131,425 acres of private irrigation development in 40 of
the 44 counties east of the Missouri
River. About a third of the East River permits were approved during
the past 2 years. In this eastern zone,
permits for surface water diversion
constitute about 44% of the 131,425acre total and about half of these are
from the Missouri River and its impoundments. Most were granted in
the past 2 years.

IT'S NOT ALL COWS

AND CORN
What about South Dakota's future as a state for raising even more
vegetables for processing? Don't
· look for booming expansion in any
one year but the ingredients are here
for a brighter future because the
vegetable industry is giving South
Dakota a good look-and it appears
to like what it sees.
Sweet corn for commercial processing has been grown successfully
in eastern South Dakota for years.

Vegetables produced for the fresh
market include melons, tomatoes,
potatoes, squash, peppers, cucumbers and rhubarb. Currently several
hundred acres are involved statewide.
A major pickling company started
growing cucumbers in South Dakota in 1965. Last year operations
were expanded to include six collecting stations at which cucumbers
from about 240 acres were purchased.
Last year snap beans were grown
commercially in the state for the
first time and apparently quite successfully. From some 260 acres in
the southeastern · part of the state
two snap bean crops were harvested
-one early, the other in the fall.
The long growing season is a plus
factor for South Dakota in both cucumber and snap bean production.
In addition, relatively high temperatures favor cucumbers and availability of irrigation water favors commercial snap bean production. Research on wind control, a part of
Agricultural Experiment Station
studies for several years, may be a
key factor in determining the long
term success of commercial vegetable production in the state. Pest
control resef1rch is another important factor.
South D akota has a brand new tomato, adapted to mechanical harvesting, which could help make
production of canning tomatoes for
processing a possibility. The new
tomato, called Bellarina and developed during the past 6 years, was introduced last year. Before mechanical harvesting, processing tomatoes
were grown where harvesting could
be carried on over a long period of
time. Now, with mechanical harvesters and varieties "tailored" to be
used with them, tomatoes are all
harvested at one time so a long picking season is no longer too important.
Successful experience with these
early commercial vegetable crops
could be the harbinger for introduction of other crops such as asparagus, cabbage and cauliflower. D

Vegetable industry likes what it sees in South Dakota.
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Add chickens as a top priority
spaceship payload when other
planets are explored or colonized,
suggests a South Dakota State University scientist.
Low weight requirements, ruggedness, ·excellent protein source
.with minimum upkeep favor astrochicks, says Dr. Walter C. Morgan,
poultry scientist at South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Morgan's space chicken suggestion comes as an offshoot of research
he's doing to increase South Dakota
poultry production. He's convinced
t h at . chickens a r e "admirably
suited for space travel and physiological tolerance studies on the
surface of other planets." Apparently other people think he has something too, for he was invited to go
into detail on his findings at a select
international nutritional con£erence
in Germany several months ago and
his full report is to be published
fol;' world-wide reference.
First Eggs, Then Chicks _

He calculates that a space ship
launched with fertilized chicken
eggs as part of the cargo could travel
from 14 days to 6 weeks before the
chicks which hatched enroute, or on
anot~~r celestial body, would require feed and water. Then astrochicl_cs could serve as experimental
animals, or later as human food on
longer voyages.
The South Dakota · scientist has

demonstrated that newly hatched
White Leghorn chicks can live without food or water for at least 5 days.
Then, fed normally, they quickly regain lost weight and in about a
week are just as good as chicks fed ·
from the start. "This may be an
important factor influencing the
choice of domestic food-producing
animals to accompany man on his
'interplanetary explorations," Morgan says. "Besides, chickens are
more efficient users of feed than
· other earth-domesticated animals."
From . the practical standpoint as
far as South Dakota poultry raisers
are concerned, Morgan says the
research indicates that during an
emergency, producers ·have about
a 5-day period in which new chicks
can go without feed. He doesn't,
however, recommend using that
time as a means of saving feed.
Fried Chicken on Mars?

"After the first 6-week period from
egg - to -. chick, astronauts could
count on having eating-size chickens in an additional 7 weeks and
eggs within 5! months," he points
out. This falls well within the time
for a trip to Mars, for instance, as
space officials predict that future astronauts setting out for that planet
can expect the v~yage to last well
over a year.
"Of course," Morgan continues,
"after 5 days or possibly a week
witho4-t eating, the chicks are hungry and must be fed. If this occurs
in-Hight or on a celestial body without food, chicken feed must be carried or sent by space freighter. -

COVER PHOTO: If chickens are used in space
exploration, some like those on the cover hdd
by Marianne Beyer, Volga, S. Dak., might be
just the kind to take along. They are chicks of
a cross developed by South Dakota State .University poultry scientists which initially recorded a laying rate of better than 300 eggs a year.

Long space missions put a premium on weight saving. It has been
calculated that each pound of payload placed in orbit requires the
added weight and thrust of 1,000
pounds of fuel and booster.
A space trip could ·be well on its
wav-6 weeks out-before chickens
wo~ld require feed. Here's how
Morgan figures it from blast - off
time: eggs stored for 16 days, plus
21 days for incubation, plus 5 days
from hatch until first feeding.
Surprisingly Rugged

What's more, eggs and chicks
would be suprisingly rugged under
space conditions. Morgan's research
also shows that 500 roentgens of
gamma irradiation did not affect
White Leghorn mortality at any
stage and that embryos (chicks in
the eggs) that were over 10 days old
were resistant to 1,000 roentgens.
The National Council for Radiation
Protection estimates that half of a
given group of humans would die if
exposed to 400-600 roentgens.
Sure, eggs must be protected.
Astronauts need protection too. But
Morgan says studies elsewhere
show that an impact force great
enough to affect embryonic development would break the egg shells
anyway.
No less an authority than Wenher
von Braun, director of NASA"s
space Hight center at Huntsville,
Ala., says that long-time missions
are the coming thing in manned
space flights. But, he adds, provision must be made for more room,
more comfort, more facilities for
long trips; Larger space craft, postorbit transfer of cargo to fuel cells
emptied after blast-off, special unmanned cargo-carrying craft-these
are only part of von Braun's concept of establishing inhabited
camps on celestial bodies.
Fresh eggs and fried chicken are
among the things that Morgan
thinks can be added. D
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